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EDITORIAL

The Age of Reason

T

4

his year, Australian Skeptics and
the Skeptic magazine are heading
into our 40th year. So we can feel a
little bit proud of ourselves to have
lasted so long and to have increased –
we can modestly say – our influence.
Although some purveyors of woo
suggest our influence extends even
more broadly. Apparently the Skeptical
movement controls the media,
industry, and the government, which
might be carrying it a little too far.
Over the years, there have been
those who have doubted whether
such a group could last so long in a
country the size of Australia. We are
the second-oldest English-speaking
skeptical group in the world, so we
must have been doing something right.
And those who keep in touch with
other groups around the world will
know that the Australian contingent
has a bit of a reputation for being
more activist than others. Certainly
we’ve had our share of run-ins with
those on the other side of the logic
coin – creationists in schools, the
anti-vaccination movement, telephone
psychics, chiropractors, and countless
purveyors of the paranormal and
pseudomedical cures, and we have
been successful in limiting, at least, the
proponents of such junk activities.
We’d love to say that superstition
and ignorance are on the run. And
in some areas they are. But for every
Power Balance wristband purveyor
who disappears over the horizon there’s
a salesperson pushing goop, for every
anti-vax organisation that loses its
media crediblity there’s a government
instrumentality opening the doors to
nonsense and nonsensical claims for
“traditional’ medicines.
We’d also like to think we could
rely on the leadership of the nation
to show some critical thinking and
scientific skepticism. We’d like to think
that behind the party line is a cohort
of politicians just eager to do the right

thing, say the right thing, and take the
fight up to the powers of paranormal
and pseudoscientific darkness.
Certainly there are steps in that
direction. Removing medical products
that have no scientific validity from the
list of insurable treatments was a good
thing. Closing loopholes on who can
legitimately forego vaccination for their
children is another, as is instituting the
No Jab No Pay/No Play regime.
But sometimes we are concerned at
the lack of even basic scientific literacy
among our elected leaders. One senator
recently suggested that Heisenberg’s
Uncertainty Principle (which describes
quantum scale effects) means we can’t
accurately model the climate. CSIRO
head Larry Marshall patiently corrected
him, but whether that was true
ignorance or just mischief-making to
undermine climate change theory we
may never know.
What really concerns us is the
possibility of MPs’ fundamental
philosophies – those beliefs that drive
their life choices – interfering with
their policy and regulation choices. If a
politician genuinely believes the world
is going to end soon, you may wonder
whether they really take any long-term
decision-making seriously. And there’s
a lot of long-term decision-making
required in politics.
If a politician’s religious beliefs run
counter to scientific understanding,
such as the process of evolution and
natural selection, then we wouldn’t
want them coming anywhere near
decisions that require even a modicum
of sympathy to scientific findings.
Unless, of course, they can assure us,
and prove to us, that their religious
beliefs play no part in their decisionmaking, And for some, whose
religious beliefs are fundamental and
fundamentalist, then that is a real
uncertainty principle.

.

- Tim Mendham, editor
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Around the traps...
Skeptics with a K for Skepticon 2020
AUS: The organisers of Skepticon
2020 have announced that the
podcasters Skeptics with a K will
be featured speakers at this year’s
convention in October.
Skeptics with a K is the official
podcast of the Merseyside Skeptics
Society based in Liverpool, UK. It is
hosted by Mike Hall, with Michael
Marshall and Dr Alice Howarth.
While Marshall and Howarth have
both been to Australian Skeptics’
conventions before, this will be the

first for Mike Hall, and the first time
that all three podcasters will be here
together.
Skepticon is the Australian Skeptics’
Annual National Convention. This
year will be the 36th convention. It
will be held at the Mantra on View,
22 View Avenue, Surfers Paradise,
on Queensland’s Gold Coast, from
October 23-25.
The event is being jointly
organised by the Gold Coast Skeptics,
Queensland Skeptics, and Brisbane

UK homeopaths ‘forbidden’
from offering autism ‘treatment’ to patients
UK: The Good Thinking Society
(GTS) in the UK has had a two-edged
sword result in its campaign against
homeopathy in the UK.
Last year GTS challenged the
Professional Standards Authority
(PSA), the government body which
oversees healthcare regulators, over its
failure to protect vulnerable autistic
children from antivaccine proponents
and potentially
harmful ‘cures’. The
PSA had accredited
the Society of
Homeopaths,
despite registrants
of the Society
of Homeopaths
offering CEASE
therapy – an antivaccine ‘cure’ for autism.
CEASE (“complete elimination
of autistic spectrum expression”)
is a practice used by naturopaths
(particularly homeopaths) who claim
that it can treat or even cure people
with autism, claims which have been
adjudicated by the UK’s Advertising

Standards Authority as “bogus”.
In February, the PSA announced
that it had decided to renew
accreditation of the Society of
Homeopaths, but with conditions
that its members can no longer
claim to treat certain conditions.
Homeopaths have been warned
that they have three months to
stop advertising
therapies that claim
to treat autism.
GTS has legal
advice that the
2019 accreditation
of homeopathy
was illegal, and has
taken out a legal
challenge to that
decision, which is
due to be heard by
the UK High Court on March 18.
Following the PSA’s latest
announcement, it says that “We need
to take some time to carefully examine
this new reaccreditation decision, and
to discuss with our legal team what
implications it may have for our
case.”

.

Skeptics. It is sponsored by Destination
Gold Coast. It promises to be a
memorable and sunny event!
More details will be available shortly
on the Skepticon website and via the
Australian Skeptics newsletter.

.

SPECIAL OFFER
for Subscribers
Australian Skeptics offers
subscribers to the hard copy
edition of The Skeptic
an additional digital copy
for free.
If you would like to get
the free digital copy, email
editor@skeptics.com.au
and we’ll adjust your
subscription accordingly.
Note, this offer is only open to
subscribers to the hard copy
(paper) edition and is limited
to one free digital copy per
subscriber.
.........
Subscribe to the Skeptics’
fortnightly newsletter
Go to skeptics.com.au and enter
your details at the bottom of the
page – just name and email.
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China ban on eating wild animals
CHINA: CNN reports that a strict
ban on the consumption and farming
of wild animals is being rolled out
across China in the wake of the
deadly coronavirus epidemic, which
is believed to have started at a wildlife
market in Wuhan.
Although it is unclear which animal
transferred the virus to humans -- bat,
snake and pangolin have all been
suggested -- China has acknowledged
it needs to bring its lucrative wildlife
industry under control if it is to
prevent another outbreak.
In late February, it slapped a
temporary ban on all farming and
consumption of “terrestrial wildlife
of important ecological, scientific and
social value”, which is expected to be
signed into law later this year.

6

This isn’t the first time Chinese
officials have tried to contain the trade.
In 2003, civets -- mongoose-type
creatures -- were banned and culled in
large numbers after it was discovered
they likely transferred the SARS virus
to humans. The selling of snakes was
also briefly banned in Guangzhou after
the SARS outbreak.
Public health experts say the ban is
an important first step, but are calling
on Beijing to seize this opportunity
to close loopholes -- such as the use
of wild animals in traditional Chinese
medicine -- and begin to change
cultural attitudes in China around
consuming wildlife.
The Wuhan seafood market at

the centre of the novel coronavirus
outbreak was selling other animals,
including snakes, raccoon dogs,
porcupines and deer. The danger of
an outbreak comes when many exotic
animals from different environments
are kept in close proximity.
“These animals have their own
viruses,” Hong Kong University
virologist professor Leo Poon told
CNN. “These viruses can jump from
one species to another species, then
that species may become an amplifier,
which increases the amount of virus in
the wet market substantially.”
A government-sponsored report
in 2017 by the Chinese Academy
of Engineering found the country’s
wildlife trade was worth more than
US$73 billion and employed more
than one million people.
CNN says that it
isn’t clear what effect
the ban might have on
the industry’s future,
but there are signs
China’s population
may have already been
turning away from
eating wild animals even
before the epidemic,
albeit slowly.
A study by Beijing
Normal University and
the China Wildlife Conservation
Association in 2012 found that
in China’s major cities, a third of
people had used wild animals in
their lifetime for food, medicine or
clothing -- only slightly less than in
their previous survey in 2004.
However, the researchers also
found that just over 52% of total
respondents agreed that wildlife
should not be consumed. It was even
higher in Beijing, where more than
80% of residents were opposed to
wildlife consumption.
In comparison, about 42% of
total respondents were against the
practice during the previous survey
in 2004.

.

Naturopathic medicine
centre opens at
Southern Cross Uni
AUS: A new National Centre for
Naturopathic Medicine (NCNM) is set
to open at Southern Cross University’s
Lismore Campus on March 24, thanks
to a $10 million donation from the
Blackmore Foundation.
According to a release from the
university, the NCNM “aims to
deliver ground-breaking research
opportunities and unprecedented
avenues for collaboration with local,
national and international research
scientists and industry professionals”.
It will be headed by “accomplished
researcher and health expert”, Prof Jon
Wardle.
Wardle said that “There’s been this
notion that the two (naturopathic and
conventional medicine or science/
research) can’t co-exist and we’re living
proof that that’s not true.”
The Vice Chancellor of SCU, Prof
Adam Shoemaker said the benefits of
basing the NCNM at Southern Cross
were enormous. “Being in a region like
the Northern Rivers of New South
Wales means we have brilliant local
networks in this field. We are also
supported by a local community who,
like the University, are really receptive
to trying new things in order to create
a healthier future.”
The reality is that being in a region
of appallingly low vaccination rates,
a naturopathy centre fits in perfectly,
as many naturopaths espouse antivaccination rhetoric.
The Northern Rivers area of NSW
is the anti-vax capital of Australia.
According to the Australian Institute
of Health and Welfare, only 52% of
five-year-olds in the Mullumbimby area
– a key town in the region - were fully
immunised in 2015-16, compared with
92.9% nationally.
The NCNM opening will feature
a panel discussion on the future of
healthcare with special guest speakers
Prof Kerryn Phelps, Marcus Blackmore,
and Prof Jon Wardle.

.
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‘Mad’ Mike Hughes
dies in rocket crash

Chinese healer jailed for 10 years
AUS: Hong Chi Xiao, a selfproclaimed Chinese healer who showed
“a disdain for Western medicine”, has
been sentenced to 10 years in prison
for the manslaughter of a six-year-old
diabetic boy who attended “slapping”
workshops in Sydney in 2015.
The boy’s mother, father and
grandmother were found not guilty of
charges relating to the death.
They were advised by Xiao to stop
their son’s insulin injections and blood
glucose tests. The boy became visibly
ill over several days and was vomiting
a black substance, but in a group chat
Xiao told the mother it was merely his
body “adjusting” and part of the “selfhealing process”.
The boy began to have seizures and
was pronounced dead when he was
taken to hospital.
The ABC reports that District Court
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Judge Garry Neilson said Xiao had shown
no signs of true remorse, despite claiming
in a letter he had been maintaining
prayers in prison for the family.
“The offender clearly expressed to
people a disdain for Western medicine,
implicit in it is a view of the superiority
of traditional Chinese medicine,” Judge
Neilson said.

USA: “Mad” Mike Hughes, the
eccentric flat-earth proponent and homemade rocket pilot, died in February when
his latest vehicle crashed to earth.
Hughes was a ‘daredevil’ stunt driver.
In 2002, he set a Guinness world record
with a 31m jump in a Lincoln Town Car
stretch limousine.
He started building steam-powered
rockets, ostensibly to show the Earth was
flat. However, following Hughes’ death,
Darren Shuster, his public relations
representative, stated: “We used flat Earth
as a PR stunt. ... Flat Earth allowed us to
get so much publicity that we kept going!
I know he didn’t believe in flat Earth and
it was a ‘shtick’.

.

.

US belief that altmed can cure cancer
US: Nearly four
in 10 Americans
believe cancer can be
cured solely through
alternative therapies,
according to the
American Society of
Clinical Oncology
(ASCO)’s second annual National
Cancer Opinion Survey. This is despite
research showing that patients who use
alternative therapies instead of standard
cancer treatments have much higher
mortality rates.
Thirty-nine percent of Americans
believe cancer can be cured solely
through alternative therapies such
as enzyme and oxygen therapy, diet,
vitamins, and minerals. However,
according to a recent study published
in the Journal of the National Cancer
Institute, patients with common cancers
who chose to treat them using only
alternative medicine had a 2.5 times
higher mortality rate than patients

who received standard
cancer treatments such
as surgery, radiation,
chemotherapy,
immunotherapy,
and hormone-based
therapies.
Even many of those
with direct cancer experience – people
who have or had cancer and family
caregivers – believe cancer can be cured
solely through alternative medicine
(22% and 38% respectively). The survey
also found that younger people – 47%
of people aged 18-37 and 44% of people
aged 38-53 – are the most likely to hold
these views.
If faced with a cancer diagnosis, 57%
of Americans say they would be most
concerned about either the financial
impact on their families or about paying
for treatment, a similar number who say
they would be most concerned about
dying or about cancer-related pain and
suffering.

.

Belle Gibson’s
home raided
AUS: The Melbourne home of fake
cancer sufferer, Belle Gibson, has been
raided by the Victorian Sheriff’s office
using a “search and sale” warrant in a
bid to recoup more than $500,000 in
fines.
Gibson was fined $410,000 in
2017 after she was found guilty of
misleading and deceptive conduct over
raising hundreds of thousands from
the public to help her deal with cancer
she never had. She then avoided paying
her fines with a range of excuses. The
outstanding amount is now more than
$500,000, including penalties and
accrued interest.

.
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REPORT

The Law

Richard Saunders reports on the unusual situation of someone who claims to have
psychic powers appearing in the witness box, and Nicholas Cowdery AO QC looks
at some of the legal implications.

A Psychic
in Court
I

t would be hard to imagine there are
many in Australia who have not heard
of the case of Lynette Dawson who
went missing from her Sydney northern
beaches home in 1982. After decades of
speculation, in late 2018, her husband
Christopher Dawson was charged with
her murder.
The committal hearing of
Christopher Dawson was held in Sydney
at the Downing Centre Courts in
February 2020. The hearing concluded
with Dawson being committed to stand
trial later this year for the murder of his
wife.
I spent one morning in the public
gallery (standing at the back of the
court) to hear first-hand the questioning
of a witness, one Debbie Malone, during
the committal hearing.
Malone is known to me as she was
one of the contestants on the TV show
The One where I appeared as “the
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skeptical judge”. She is also possibly
Australia’s highest profile so-called
‘psychic detective’ and claims to have
helped in police investigations going
back many years.
As background, Malone was
apparently interviewed by police in
2003 by way of a psychic session with
members of Lynette Dawson’s family
present. This was recorded at the time
and part of this audio eventually ended
up being broadcast on the Teacher’s Pet
podcast.
I bumped into Debbie Malone on
my way into the court room. We greeted
each other and exchanged pleasantries.
I wished her well in the court and
proceeded into the room. As Malone
was being call upon as a witness, she
needed to wait outside until summoned.
This happened as soon as Magistrate
Jacqueline Trad opened proceedings.
Malone was sworn in and took her

place in the witness box. What follows
comes from my hand written notes and
other reports in the media, and covers
some of the points from about an hour
of questioning from the defence and
prosecution. I offer this with no extra
comment on my part for it is possible
that persons mentioned may take part
in further court proceedings involving
Christopher Dawson.
The counsel for the prosecution
made it clear that Malone was “a person
who forms no part of the prosecution
case”. Counsel then asked Malone only
a few questions, one of them being
what Malone’s profession was. “Psychic
medium and author” was her reply. She
also said she applied for no rewards in
the case. Counsel confirmed with her
that she took an interest in the Lynette
Left to right: Lynette and Christopher Dawson,
Debbie Malone and Dawson outisde court
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Dawson disappearance after watching
Australian Story on ABC TV in 2003
which covered the matter.
Then counsel for the defence took up
the questioning.
Counsel asked Malone what was her
expertise, to which she answered she can
see people who are deceased. Further
questioning along this line led Malone
to say that she uses psychometry, the
supposed ability of gaining information
about a deceased person from the energy
of personal objects. Counsel asked
Malone if anyone had trained her in
her profession and Malone answered
she had taken part in “a learning circle
in Gymea”. She also mentioned texts
from the “Psychical Research Society of
England”, presumably referring to the
Society for Psychical Research.
Questioning then focused on how
and when Malone was put in touch with
detectives involved with the Lynette
Dawson disappearance case. Malone
said it was via the producers at ABC
TV whom she contacted after viewing
“Australian Story”. This also led to
contact with the brother and sister of
Lynette Dawson.
Malone said Detective Daemon
Loone was open to her help and did
not tell her he thought Lynette was
dead or alive. However Malone herself
had formed the opinion that Lynette
was dead following communications
from the spirit world, and so viewed
the situation as a murder investigation.
Counsel followed this thread with more
questions about how Malone gets her
information. “I have clairvoyance, so
I can hear her speak to me,” Malone
told the court. “When I tune into an
item or a photograph it’s like watching
television, I see snippets of her life.”
More information was gained via
holding items - a watch and a bracelet that belonged to the deceased and that
at times she undergoes hypnosis to aid
in her spirit communications.
Malone told Detective Loone that she
thought that Lynette was buried at the
house and described to him details such
as the position of the body in the ground.
Counsel asked Malone if she was a
“forensic psychic” to which she answered
“No”. Then she was asked if she was “fair

dinkum”. Malone said Detective Loone
was sceptical but had an open mind.
“You know there’s a lot of scepticism
about your apparent powers,” said
counsel. “Of course there is,” Malone
replied.
Attention then moved to Malone’s
visit to the house, or rather area near the
house, in 2003 with Lynette’s brother
and sister. Detective Loone was not
available at the time. She told the court
she wanted to see if what was there
matched her visions. She formed the
view that Lynette was buried “near an
area close to the big rock at the back of
the house, in the vicinity of the fire trail”.
Malone told counsel that psychic
information is never 100 per cent
certain, more like 75-80 per cent, to
which counsel replied that Malone
herself said she was 100 per cent certain
Lynette’s body was buried near the
house, but a police search there in 2018
turned up nothing. Malone replied she
was not part of that search.
Counsel asked Malone if she thought
it was fine to appear on the “Studio
10” TV to talk about the case. Malone
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replied that she wanted to set the record
straight after the broadcast of part of her
police interview on a podcast. (She did
not mention the podcast by name.) She
was disappointed the audio was used in
such a way.
Counsel for the defence then
concluded his questions and counsel
for the prosecution indicated he had no
more questions.
And then it was over. I noticed that
later that night video of her leaving the
Downing Centre was used on all three
commercial TV news presentations.
It was fascinating for me to be in
court to hear questions put to someone
who claims to have psychic powers. I
could anticipate some of her answers
from many years of studying what
psychics say and how they think.
To let justice take its course, I will
leave my report at that, apart from
saying that I was a witness to a bit of
paranormal history in Australia, no
matter the outcome.

.

Richard Saunders, chief investigator for
Australian Skeptics Inc

The Legal Implications

W

hen I was Director of Public
Prosecutions for NSW (I retired
in 2011) the Dawson case came to me
for decision. On the evidence then
available I declined to prosecute. I do
not now have any real recollection of
the evidence that was presented for
consideration and I don’t know if it
included any statement from a “psychic
medium”. I have not attended the
present proceedings against Christopher
Dawson and I have not seen any record
of those proceedings (apart from brief
media reports and now Richard’s piece).
It is true that in the course of
investigations police do sometimes
entertain the views of psychics and other
magic people. I suppose they do so on
the basis that “anything is worth a try”
and “you never know, something might
turn up”. In the 1960s psychics were

crawling all over the disappearance of
the Beaumont children in Adelaide
and there have been other high profile
matters involving them (maybe the
high profile is the clue to why they
stick their heads up and why the
police tolerate them – we don’t hear
much about them in the thousands of
‘ordinary’ cases that are contested.)
But what might be done in the
course of an investigation can be quite
different from what should be done
in the conduct of a prosecution. A
prosecutor is given a body of evidence
to work with. Evidence is the record
or recitation of facts from which
inferences and findings may be made. I
cannot, for the life of me, see how any
account by a psychic of what she has
allegedly psychically divined could be
admissible evidence.

9
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The Law

the Legal
Implications
Continued...

Personal testimony must be of what
the witness saw, heard, felt, did, had
done to her, etc that is relevant to the
determination of issues in the case. It
is relevant if it could rationally affect
(directly or indirectly) the assessment of
the probability of the existence of a fact
in issue in the proceeding (as provided
in the Evidence Act – emphasis added).
There is no scope for including in
that “observations” that are said to be
psychically based and not based on our
physical senses or objectively observable
phenomena.
Opinions are expressly excluded
from evidence by law. The main

exception to that is the expert opinion
evidence regime. Any attempt to
qualify a psychic as an expert and
therefore able to express an opinion
about facts in issue would be doomed
to failure (and I suppose for that
reason is never attempted).
Richard’s description of events
indicates that Ms Malone’s appearance
may have resulted from a procedure
sometimes adopted by the prosecution
in order to be fair to the defence.
The prosecution did not rely on
her evidence, so it seems that she
was called as a witness being made
available by the prosecution (hence
the brief qualifying questions from
the prosecutor) either at the express
request of the defence or as part of
the duty to present evidence that,
although not relied upon, might
be considered relevant in some way
- especially considering the wide
range of inadmissible and prejudicial

Where are you going?
Dear subscriber ...
If you change your
postal or email
address, please
drop us a line.
We know how
traumatic it
would be to
miss even a
single copy
of The Skeptic.

material that was included in the
Teacher’s Pet podcast about this case.
In summary:
• I cannot see any reason why the
prosecution would call such a
witness and it did not include her
as part of its case. Her evidence was
inadmissible, in my view.
• The defence seems to have had her
raised in the proceedings in order
to dismiss her (going by Richard’s
description of her questioning). Or
maybe (and I am speculating) her
conduct in the case was relevant
to explaining the words or actions
of other witnesses and was useful
for that reason, either substantively
or by affecting their credit. The
Magistrate really should have
rejected the evidence as inadmissible
unless the defence demonstrated its
relevance.
• It will be interesting to see if either
party calls Ms Malone in the
Supreme Court trial.

.

Footnote: It has not always been
possible to keep psychic influences out
of criminal trials entirely. In 1994 in
England Harry and Nicola Fuller were
shot dead in their home. Insurance
broker Stephen Young was convicted
of their murders in a five-week jury
trial in Brighton. A month later the
(now defunct) News of the World
reported on its front page that four
jurors, while confined overnight, had
used a homemade Ouija board to
communicate with the deceased and
asked who had killed them. Obvious!
The glass they were pushing around
the board spelled out “Stephen Young
done it”. When asked “how”, it spelled
out “shot”. As they were discussing
what to do, the clever glass spelled out
“Vote guilty tomorrow”. So there you
are. (And yes, a retrial was ordered at
which, after another five-week trial,
Stephen Young was convicted again.
Presumably without the aid of a Ouija
board.)
Nicholas Cowdery AO QC, former
NSW Director of Public Prosecutions
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VICTORIAN
VALUES
Tim Mendham and Jessica Singer report
on a highly successful Skepticon convention
in Melbourne 2019.

T

he Australian Skeptics
“Skepticon” National
Convention celebrated
its 35th consecutive event in
style at Melbourne University
in December. The Australian
Skeptical movement is understood
to be the only one in the world
to have held that number of
consecutive events since the first
convention in Sydney in 1985,
and the 2019 Melbourne event
maintained the standard.
Speakers ranged from
international celebrities the
Skeptics Guide to the Universe,
Susan Gerbic, founder of
Guerrilla Skeptics on Wikipedia,
and skeptical mentalist Mark
Howard, to a quality bevy of local
and interstate speakers.
The following are brief
summaries of each presentation
and panel.

The Skeptic
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———————–––––––– 1
SUSAN GERBIC

Grief vampires

“Grief vampires” is an extremely apt
term for those psychics who claim to be
able to communicate with dead people,
supposedly giving their living relatives
some comfort and closure. In reality, they
are picking up on information very much
in the land of the living, and relaying
that back to their customers with the
pretence it is coming from the afterlife.
Susan Gerbic, founder of Guerrilla
Skeptics on Wikipedia, has made a
campaign out of this process, and has run
a number of sting operations exposing
the psychics’ methods. This was described
in detail in an article published in The
Skeptic, December 2019, in which
Gerbic exposed the techniques used by
‘psychic’ Thomas John. Readers wishing
to find out more should look at that
piece.
Later in the same day, she
demonstrated the cold reading
techniques of another US psychic Matt
Fraser, whose rapid-fire presentation
is enough to take the wind out of any
attendee, using inane comments and
random ‘facts’ while not allowing the
subject to confirm, let alone comment.
But overall, she said, it’s important to
realise that the people who go to these
readings are not stupid – ill-informed,
maybe, but genuine in their desire to
learn more about their relatives and find
some sort of closure or reassurance, and
should be treated rather than pilloried.
And don’t assume that, as a skeptic, you
are immune to the technique – you may
not have enough time to breathe let
alone be analytical. [TM]

1

———————–––––––– 2
DR BRAD MCKAY

Home remedies

With the producers of the SBS television
show Medicine or Myth? copping the
2019 Bent Spoon award, Dr Brad
McKay’s exploration of home remedies
was entertainingly on point.
It seems that anything goes and
that home remedies often overlap with
superstitions and ritual, almost mystic,
practices. Garlic is a popular cure-all.
Gold rings, it seems, can be used to treat
both eye infections and warts. If you
don’t have a gold ring, then you can treat
warts by numerous other methods, the
most imaginative being to make the wart
bleed, put the blood in an envelope and
then drop the envelope on a road. The
person who finds the envelope will take
your wart.
Home remedies are often developed
into alternative medicine, particularly if
there’s money to be made. Two out of
three Australians use complementary and
alternative medicine and the industry
has grown by $2 billion over the past
two years. Australians spend about $4.9
billion per year on CAM which is a
significant outlay for no benefit. What is
worse, if people rely on CAM, they can
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delay seeking conventional treatment.
Dr Brad has also noticed that the
journey from home remedy to lucrative
product usually follows a common
route. A home remedy, such as turmeric
or cranberry juice, will start out as a
treatment and then be spruiked as a
preventative, because of the potential
to sell more. Mega doses are often
prescribed and, if the marketer is lucky, it
may be dubbed a “super” remedy or food.
If an active ingredient can be identified
and isolated, it will be produced in liquid
and tablet form. Volume of production
and price escalate accordingly. Evidence
of efficacy is often minimal in the early
stages of product development and the
science is left to play catch up with the
marketing.
Unfortunately, even if disproven, these
products tend not to disappear because
they have gained traction with consumers
and humans, being creatures of habit,
stick by them regardless of lack of efficacy
or proof. [JS]

———————–––––––– 3
HEALTH REGULATION PANEL

Protecting consumers

The first panel session for the
convention asked whether Australian

3
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regulators can better protect consumers
against misleading and dangerous
advertising of those products making
therapeutic claims. If that sounds like
an opportunity to “get the ACCC
and the TGA”, to a certain extent it
was, and all credit to Nicholas Heys
and John Skerritt of those respective
organisations for turning up to face the
music.
Dr Basia Diug is a senior lecturer
and head of undergraduate degrees
at the School of Public Health
and Preventive Medicine, Monash
University. She described the dilemma
of deciding whether a product is food
or medicine, and what that means
about the appropriate regulator and
regulations. Some sports supplements
overlap the categories, so there needs
to be clarity in how they should be
controlled, and how the TGA and the
Food Science ANZ can work together.
Prof Skerritt is Deputy Secretary of
the Health Products Regulation Group,
which manages the TGA. He said the
TGA is “doing some fairly controversial
work on sports supplements … and
getting a lot of complaints about it”.
The TGA is working on a report that
should be completed in March, but
there is a requirement to show the cost
impact of regulation on the economy.
Heys of the ACCC’s Enforcement
Coordination & Knowledge unit,
responded that if the ACCC is taking
action, then there is a failure along
the line – the regulatory system is not
working.
Dr Paulina Stehlik, pharmacist,
researcher, and president of Gold
Coast Skeptics, looked at excluded
goods. Certain goods that obviously
did not work or could be dangerous
such as ear candles, magnetic therapy,
homoeopathy – why are they still
available? “Excluded goods on the
Australian register need to be removed
immediately. … How do we ensure the
public is protected and has access to
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reliable information?”
Heys said we need to recognise there
are limitations of what we can do –
general regulation rather than specialist
– and Skerritt said the TGA was able
to take action against claims, not the
products listed themselves. He added
that homeopathy products were not
listed.
Mal Vickers, who has been
researching the uses and abuses of those
claims, gave a detailed review of the
old and new system of TGA decisionmaking, and looked at repeat offenders
that often ignore TGA determinations,
and the lack of response of the TGA to
a huge number of complaints. “How
do we close the loop on the complaints
handling system?”
Skerritt said there was a need to
comply with “natural justice”. There
was triage approach whereby with
products with a low level of danger the
review process can take a long time.
Each one has to be addressed, one at a
time.
Prof Ken Harvey, who chaired the
meeting, pointed out that if he ran
a red light, he got an automatic fine.
“Why can’t the TGA do the same?”
Skerritt said that once an infringement
notice is issued, then the case is closed.
The question then is, do the
offending companies care? [TM]

——————–––––––– 4
MARK EDWARD

Classic séances

Mark Edward is a professional mentalist
and skeptic, who admits to having been
conflicted at times between how the two
roles are perceived and whether they can
work together. He said that “It’s story
telling. But if you have a predisposition
to fantasy and start getting testimonials,
you could easily start to believe that you

actually have a psychic skill.” Certainly
the money’s better, and the boost to the
ego as well. But his ethics won’t allow
him to claim that mentalism is genuine,
which is why he has written books
exposing the psychic and séance industry.
With this in mind he recreated a classic
Victorian séance on stage – as much as
the limited ambient conditions would
allow– using ropes, bells, and a willing
assistant (comedian and TV personality
Lawrence Leung). Using his “spirit
guide” Beatrice Houdini, Houdini’s
widow, he gave a brief version of a séance
to raise the ghost of Harry Houdini, as
he had performed many times before.
Unfortunately, Harry wasn’t able to make
it, but Edward did manage to do a little
successful cold reading on the audience.
[TM]

———————––––––– 5
DR STEVEN NOVELLA

Brain myths

The human brain has 80 billion
neurons, 100 trillion synapses and
uses 20 per cent of the body’s basal
metabolic rate. As clinical neurologist
Dr Steve Novella said, people have a
hard time wrapping their heads around
the complexity of the human brain
and this has led to many myths and
misconceptions.
In earlier times, lack of information
obviously played a part. In the late 18th
and early 19th centuries, phrenology was
mainstream neurology. It was thought
that using the brain increased its size and
bulges in the skull could be measured to
indicate areas of use. Confirmation bias
tended to dictate the brain mapping. The
theory that different parts of the brain do
different things was essentially right, but
without the means to map brain activity
correctly, phrenologists got the details
wrong.
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The origin of the myth that we
use only 10 per cent of our brain
is uncertain. Some myths have
arisen due to hyperapplication and
oversimplification. The discovery of the
hemispheres of the brain morphed into
the idea of a distinct left brain and right
brain. Unsurprisingly, Dr Novella says
that the idea is nonsense: reality is much
more complicated, the brain functions
as a whole and the two hemispheres
communicate with each other all the
time.
A murkier area is the idea of the
“female brain” and the “male brain” and
Dr Novella notes that any observations
must be heavily qualified. Some slight
statistical differences have been noted
when studying female and male brains,
but if all you knew about someone was
the networks in their brain, you wouldn’t
be able to tell whether they were female
or male. More rigorous studies are
reducing the statistical differences.
Psychomotor patterning is a
practice which emerged in the 1960s
and is based on the myth that there
is a predetermined pattern of brain
development. All nonsense: repeated
movement cannot force a developmental
pathway, nor can the Brain Gym or
brain games, which are based on transfer
ability theory, train the brain - 20 years
of research have shown that you only get
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better at the same game, brain training
doesn’t make you smarter generally.
Finally, the idea that consciousness
is distinct from the brain and can be
“uploaded” is literally impossible. [JS]

context, watch out for birds pecking at
your detection pipes – nothing like a bit
of avian noise on your measurement gear
to bring gravitational waves back down
to earth. [TM].

———————––––––– 6
DR HANNAH MIDDLETON

———————––––––– 7
CARA SANTA MARIA

Gravitational waves

Constructivism

Hannah Middleton, post-doctoral
researcher in physics at the University
of Melbourne, discussed the latest
thinking on gravitational waves,
and how following them gives us an
understanding and measurement of the
universe, black holes, neutron stars, etc.
Einstein thought such waves would be
too small to detect, and in fact they were
only first detected in 2015.
Typical two-dimensional imagery
to represent gravitational waves, such
as a funnel-like grid with objects
moving within, is always a compromise
on reality, but as the reality is highly
complex – as Einstein predicted – then
for the time being it’s the best we can
get. A textual summary of what was
essentially a highly visual – and at times
audio – presentation is likewise difficult,
but for those present, it was a sciencefilled treat.
And just to add complexity and
put such monumental discoveries into

Cara Santa Maria says that existential
psychology - a system in psychology
focused on the belief that the essence of
humans is their existence - is informing a
lot of her views at the moment.
So is psychology and, in particular
psychotherapy, science? The short answer
is yes, absolutely. The longer answer is
that it is a lot more complicated when
talking about evidence-based practice.
The literature appears to show that
psychotherapy has a positive benefit
for the subject, but the type of therapy
doesn’t matter, as long as it is bona fide
and not bunk (such as “gay conversion
therapy”, neurolinguistic programming,
or eye movement therapy).
Certain symptoms respond better to
different types of therapies. Existential
psychology goes hand in hand with
postmodernism and focuses on the
underlying reasons for the symptoms.
Therapists who practice existential
psychology treat their clients by
submerging themselves in the client’s
world. For the therapist, therapy
is a process in which they, too, are
participating. So it is important to
have neuropsychological humility and
to know our blind spots and the areas
where our minds play tricks on us. Once
you develop awareness, you can work
through your blind spots, although you
can never be completely free of them, as
we all experience the world through our
own filters.
Cara Santa Maria described her top
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five science communication tips and
skills, which also apply to working as a
therapist and to skepticism. First, know
your audience. Never underestimate their
intelligence, but always underestimate
their vocabulary. The point is about how
to think, not what to think. Be yourself,
always - if you aren’t genuine, people will
disengage. Meet people where they are.
And a bonus tip: Stop trying to sound
so goddam smart! [JS]

———————––––––– 8
SGU PANEL

Science denialism

The five members of the Skeptics
Guide to the Universe - Novellas
Steve, Bob and Jay, Evan Bernstein,
and Cara Santa Maria - always cover
a plethora of topics during their panel
sessions, much as they do in their
SGU podcasts. This session was no
exception.
Reasonable scientific skepticism is
muddied by the pseudoskepticism of
science denial - where denial of truth is
portrayed as a positive, feigning civility
and reasonableness, whereas it’s simply
a blocking measure.
There are various denialist strategies in
play:
• Citing one dissenting paper does not
disprove a scientific consensus. But for
supporting views, “whatever evidence
exists, it’s not enough”.
• Exploit ambiguity - scientists will
disagree, “therefore it’s all wrong”.
Historians may disagree as to how

many people died in the Holocaust,
but those variations do not justify
denial that the Holocaust took place.
• Denying a scientific consensus, not
just the conclusion.
• Misrepresenting and cherry-picking
data.
• Ad hominem argument and using one
person to represent the science.
Denialism is a thing, not just a
reaction - there are emotional issues
involved (not to mention political and
financial).
Cara Santa Maria commented on
how to discuss bushfires – these aren’t
caused by climate change, but it’s the
circumstances that allow them to exist
that are caused by climate change.
And a conspiracy theory popped
up - that the Novellas’ other brother Joe
doesn’t appear on the SGU, so he must
be made up. [TM]

———————––––––– 9
LEE MURRAY

———————––––––––10
DR SUE IERACI

Antiscience bingo

Grammar on the internet

People get very worked up about using
‘correct’ English. But how does a word
or a usage become standardised in our
language?
Lee Murray, sociolinguist and
linguistic anthropologist based at
Monash University, says that language
becomes accepted as standard when it
is codified in writing in dictionaries or
other reference books, when it is taught
in schools, when it is not linked to a
particular country, and most speakers
use it.
How language becomes standard is
the key. This process is about power and
is controlled by who writes the reference
books: mostly older, white, males of a
high economic status.
So a judgement about language is in
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fact a judgement about the user of that
language. But isn’t this logical?
In fact, no, as no one language is
inherently more logical than another.
All languages do the same thing, just in
different ways. And variations within a
language aren’t logical either. There is no
objective value to changes in language,
just social value and when it comes to
language use, we react according to our
own social biases.
So there is no such things as a ‘correct’
variety of language, just a prestigious
one.
If you understand someone’s grammar
well enough to correct them, then they
don’t need it! Rather than engage in
nitpicking about someone’s language,
engage in ideas and don’t take cheap
shots. [JS]

Dr Sue Ieraci has heard all the
pseudoscience buzzwords, and has them
down pat. How many do you recognise?
First off the blocks is “pro choice”,
which is code for anti-vaccination.
Related sayings include gems such as
“Where there is risk, there must be
choice” and “If your kids are vaccinated,
why are you worried about mine?”
Diet is a rich source of anti-science
nonsense, including the myth that
fructose is poison. Another example
is the “breast is best” brigade, where
breastfeeding is becoming a surrogate
for socioeconomic status.
The popularity of “natural” childbirth
reflects the misconception that the birth
outcomes of today are the way nature
intended. In fact, baby deaths in home
births for equal risk first timers are 3
times greater.
Another catch cry is that “science
doesn’t know everything” - of course
not, science cannot know, it is a method
not an entity. The idea of “ancient
wisdom” is flawed.
For all their mistrust of science, the
anti-science brigade refer to published
research surprisingly often. This is
also a fallacy - just because something
is published, doesn’t mean it is valid,
research is published to test it.
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“Big Pharma” is seen as sinister and
operating against the public good. Of
course, all big companies have a profit
motive - as do the manufacturers and
sellers of “natural” remedies.
Water fluoridation is viewed with
suspicion. However, general health
measures such as this are designed for
people in chaotic families who don’t have
the ways and means to practise good
dental hygiene.
And don’t forget when your card is
full, call Bingo! [JS]

———————––––––––11
TINA HANIGAN

Darwin’s ideologies
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Tina Hanigan is a retired tertiary
education now doing a degree in
modern history. She asks if Charles
Darwin should have been surprised at
the reaction when On the Origin of
Species was published in 1859. While
the book had a long gestation - not
because of the fear of the response,
as has been suggested, but “because
Darwin was doing other things” - it did
stimulate a range of ideologies, such as
social Darwinism and creationism (both
debunked), eugenics, and the “spread
of skepticism and rationalism during
the latter half of my life,” as Darwin
admitted. There was no moment of
epiphany on the Galapagos Islands, no
rivalry with Alfred Russel Wallace, and
no atheism for the author (“Darwin
found the concept of a godless society
was scary and lonely”). Instead, you had
people taking a scientific theory and
adapting it for their own purposes and
ideologies. On the Origin of Species was
a ground-breaker across many aspects,
scientific evolutionary theory being one
of them. [TM]

Second, promise to improve people’s
lives. People don’t join a cult, they join a
group which makes them feel better and
(initially anyway) helps them.
Following on from that, give your
followers something to look forward to,
such as an aim or an event, like the end
of the world.
Fourth, make yourself God - or one of
his mates. You are the Chosen One!
The final three rules relate to
control. An essential tactic is to limit
the information available to followers.
Another is to take away your followers’
autonomy and remove their ability to
make decisions for themselves.
And finally, make them stay: cult
compounds are perfect for this, and
confiscating followers’ passports is a
must. [JS]

———————––––––––13
ROSS BALCH

Microbes and monsters

There are real-life zombies and aliens,
and Ross Balch, an infectious diseases
diagnosis researcher, likes to bring
together popular culture and science,
making everyday lives as scary and as
fascinating as horror films. Viruses that
infect caterpillars, eat too much, and
explode their host. A single fungus
spore that invades an ant, disseminates
through its body forcing changes of
behaviour – the ant clamps onto leaves,
a fruity body emerges and spores
rain down on the ant colony below
and infect other ants. How do these
compare with Alien’s bodyhugger, The
Living Dead’s reanimated corpses, and
28 Days’ human vampires? Balch loves
them equally: “There are some really
interesting things in nature.” [TM]

———————–––——14
SGU PODCAST

———————––––––––12
JO THORNELY

The Australian scene

Jo Thornely, podcaster and author of
Zealot, a book about cults, has distilled
seven useful tips for starting a cult.
First, harbour a grudge. Narcisissm is
a common trait of cult leaders and they
are adept at exploiting the social pressure
which people feel to conform.

The SGU crew did two podcasts during
the convention – a private session before
the event, and this one on the afternoon
of the second day. You should be able
to hear the results of both on their
website (theskepticsguide.org/podcasts),
but briefly this second incarnation
covered, as SGU podcasts tend to, a

Cults
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multitude of topics: crows, Italian
restaurants, Star Wars fighters, Hubble’s
Constant, face masks against bushfire
smoke, sunning your butt to release Qi
energies, penguins, scientific content
analysis, measles outbreaks, Australia’s
top pseudosciences by popular vote
from the audience (chiropractic, food
supplements, and clean coal). For the
Science or Fiction section, they were
joined by Adelaide schoolgirl Lola Lucic
who acquitted herself well – quietly
spoken but full of worldly confidence.
[TM]

———————––––––––15
NICHOLAS JOHNSON

Alice in Bullshitland

Dr Grant Hill-Cawthorne is a Magician
Nicholas Johnson describes himself as
“the honest con man”, so bullshit is
not just his preoccupation, it’s also his
profession.
BS (as we’ll call it) is not the same as a
lie, he says: “A lie is an untruth presented
as truth, whereas BS is nonsense
presented as sense. BS is a lot more
chaotic and harder to pull down.”
There are three characteristics for BS:
• It has an ulterior motive; it tends to
try to persuade people.
• There is a lack of specificity –
“unclarifiable unclarity”. The dense
prognostications of Deepak Chopra
are a classic example.
• And it is created without concern for
the truth. Donald Trump, for instance,
says things without worrying if they’re
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true or not, and comes back to them
later to sort them out.
The impact of BS is that it makes us
act against our own best interests – we
buy a product we may not want, and
vote for a politician who may not deliver.
It therefore wastes our time (Johnson
cites endless business meetings). And it
increases our mental load trying to make
sense of BS.
What do we do about it? Johnson
calls it “the one-two”: detect BS and call
BS. Install a BS firewall – disengage from
social media, news media, bureaucracy,
marketing. This is not hiding from the
world, but editing and curating the info
you receive and your experience of BS.
Demonstrate an expectation of truth –
let people know you will be testing their
response, eg with a used car salesman.
Request clarity, which disrupts the flow
of BS and gets BSers to simplify their
idea. And then you can embrace the
BS (social niceties, Instagram, urban
legends, tact, art and popular culture).
“You do not need to attack every bit of
BS you see,” he says. But you do need to
be aware of it. [TM]

———————––––––––16
MATT NURSE

Accepting facts

Matt Nurse is a former communications
director and advisor currently
completing his PhD at ANU,
researching the nature of ‘spin’ and
why we fall for it. And he should know,
having been an advisor to politicians
and governments in communications
and media.
He asks why smart people reject
the facts they don’t like. Drawing on
randomised controlled experiments, he
showed that Australians don’t always use
their smarts when assessing such things

as climate change risks, and looked at
ways we can use the power of identity
to persuade audiences to accept the facts
on publicly controversial matters of
science.
“What ordinary people think about
climate change does not reflect what
they know but who they are – their
identity.” This is especially true at
the extremes of political philosophy,
perspectives and challenges.
“Facts don’t change minds. … [To
convince people] you have to use their
beliefs rather than counter or confront.
“You can’t just know your audience,
but you must understand them”, their
perspectives and challenges.
But spin comes in with a sense of
motivation, and there is a difference
between persuasion and manipulation,
the latter implying a hidden agenda that
doesn’t necessarily rely on facts. [TM]

———————––––––––17
DR FIONA FIDLER

Research replication

Associate Professor Fiona Fidler of
Melbourne University admits there’s
a big problem in academia – there is
a replication crisis, particularly in the
social sciences.
Questions of trust and fraud in
published scientific results has “hit the
mainstream science media over last
decade”. But this is not just a beat-up,
it is real. One recent major project tried
to replicate 100 studies published in
mainstream journals – only 36 could
be. In pre-clinical medicine, it was
worse – 53 studies, and only six could
be successfully replicated.
In social science, the replicability
rate averages about 46 per cent, which
means the false discovery rate is
potentially as high as 54 per cent.
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How did we get into this mess?
What distorts the traditional model of
scientific method:
• Lack of replication – scientists by
and large do not do replications;
journals and grant funding agencies
want new studies.
• Low statistical power in original
research – larger sample sizes in
replication studies.
• Publication bias – high rate of
positive results in published papers,
reviewers biased towards those
papers; few publish negative results
– attributed to publish-or-perish and
competitive nature of the industry
• Lack of data sharing – though there
have been rapid improvements in the
last few years.
The use of questionable practices is
high, such a ‘HARKing’ (hypothesising
after the results are known),
p-hacking, rounding off p-values (a
high percentage of researchers using
a “desperation move”), and simply
“making stuff up”.
When she has written and spoken
about this in public forums, people
have criticised her, saying “you’re
just creating ammunition for climate
deniers and anti-vaxxers – eroding trust
in science”.
She is not sure that the usual
response of “It’s OK, scientific method
self-corrects” is actually true.
But there is good news. There is
a new open science movement, with
new platforms of publishing; date
stamping of hypotheses so progress (and
cheating) can be checked; and registered
reports, with published methods and
analysis plan, pre-research, which can
be assessed for review before results are
published.
A new collaborative project at
Melbourne University with the US
DARPA, called RepliCATS, is working
through the backlog of papers to find
what ones are trustworthy science. The
ultimate result would be some bit of
software that would trawl through all
of the published literature and assign a
reliability or confidence rating. [TM]

.
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Photos by Mal Vickers; health panel by
Alexis.
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Perpetual Motion
Machine Competition

A

novel feature of Skepticon 2019
was a perpetual motion machine,
running constantly in the convention
lobby. Attendees were invited to post
an entry in a pyramidal post box,
describing how it works.
The most common answer was “it
doesn’t” – typical skeptics! Some were
more creative: it’s got something to
do with turmeric; Uri Geller’s psychic
powers from afar resonating against
nearby spoons; and Midichlorians
running inside, hamster style.
Of about 50 entries, the most
accurate were judged to be detailed
descriptions by Brian Bruinewoud,
and runners up Ross
Findlay and Dylan
Pearce.
The provider,
Leonard Bristow, of
the Model Engineers
Society, was on hand
afterwards to reveal
all. Levitation was
provided by two sets
of magnets hidden in
the shaft, repelled by
magnets in the base.
The energy source
was solar cells on
the rotor, as several
skeptics noted, since it slowed down
when the sun went in or was blocked.
There were visible copper coils on
the rotor, and most people correctly
deduced that there was a permanent
magnet underneath to complete the
electric motor.
Many thought there must be
electronics or switching hidden
inside to provide sequencing of the
coils (commutation). But the truth
was much simpler. Each of the four
cells was connected to one coil, so
the light falling mainly from above
energised the coils in the correct
sequence. And no one picked that
the black paper on the base was
necessary to stop reflected light
from energising the wrong cells and
opposing the motion.

.
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Back in The USSA
Richard Saunders gets into
hot water in the United
Skeptic States of America

A
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s readers of The Skeptic and
listeners to The Skeptic Zone
podcast would have gathered by now,
I spend a good deal of the year in
California. I have certain duties in the
San Francisco Bay Area that take up
much of my time. However this foreign
deployment does give me the chance
to visit some of our skeptical friends in
the USA and attend the odd skeptical
event.
In January 2020 I traveled to San
Jose to meet up with Susan Gerbic and
Mark Edward. Those of you who were
at Skepticon 2019 in Melbourne will
well remember their presentations. We
drove for the next hour or so south to
the little town of Salinas where they
live. This trip was a chance to catch
up with old friends for sure, but it also
coincided with the local Skepticamp
(hosted by Monterey County Skeptics
and Humanist Association of the
Monterey Bay Area) in the nearby
sea-side town of Monterey, famous for
its world-leading aquarium that also
appeared in a Star Trek movie ... the
one with the whales. I was delighted
to be asked to speak on behalf of
Australian Skeptics.
The night before the event was
memorable, with around 40 people
turning up to chat over dinner and
drinks at a pub meeting. Someone
walked over holding up a local
newspaper only to show the gathered
skeptics a large photo of ... me! It seems
someone thought I looked skeptical
enough for the newspaper report about
the next day’s event. And no, it wasn’t
the centrefold.
The Skepticamp itself was a great

success, with the venue, the Seaside
Community Center, full, requiring
extra seating to cater for the 80 or so
skeptics who attended. We heard talks
on moon landing hoax theories, coldreading, mentalism and more. I spoke
about some of the more colourful
investigations of Australian Skeptics
over the last four decades including
the Power Balance wrist band, water
divining tests, our fight against the
anti-vaxxers and even a bit of spoonbending.
My next adventure saw me fly
north to visit fellow podcaster Brian
Dunning (pictured above, right), who
produces the Skeptoid podcast, in the
city of Bend in the state of Oregon ...
Bigfoot country! For the next four days
I was immersed in an icy part of North
America. Brain and I always have
skeptical matters to discuss as well as
technical issues regarding production
of podcasts. That and doing bizarre
things like driving an open snow
plough in -4 deg C some miles down
the road to eat at a local restaurant!
During my stay, Brian arranged for
me to meet some of his local skeptical
friends and the idea came for us to
record this meeting for use on The
Skeptic Zone. The twist was that we
would record the conversation while all
six of us were sitting happily in Brian’s
outside hot tub, at night, surrounded
by snow with each of us enjoying a
glass of wine or three. We rigged up a

microphone on a boom rod to be above
the tub and climbed in. What followed
was an hour or so of conversations
with a professor of psychics, a medical
doctor, a neuroscientist, a local skeptic,
and two podcasters. The topic “Can
science save the planet”, was inspired
by new Skeptic Zone reporter Michelle
Bijkersma (secretary of the Vic
Skeptics). Who said skeptics don’t have
fun?
I had one more event lined up in
Oregon for the local skeptics group
(Oregonians for Science and Reason)
in Portland. Brian and I drove across
the snow-covered mountain pass into
Portland where that night I spoke to
around 40 or so people on the topic of
strange energies.
Travel might well broaden the
mind, but for me it’s also a chance to
promote to people on the other side of
the globe the work done here at home
by Australian Skeptics.
You can hear a report on Monterey
Skepticamp on The Skeptic Zone
episode 587, and the “Hot Tub
of Truth” on episode 598. www.
skepticzone.tv

.

Richard Saunders, chief investigator for
Australian Skeptics Inc
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Brain testers

ACROSS
1. I am and was told to exit a statement of credulity.
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(1,7)
5. A lust for wealth implied complicity. (6)
10. None surrounded baddies to turn bright red. (9)
11. Broken easel to rent. (5)
12. A dispatch consumed by a decision to give up
religion. (8)
13. Pronouncement made mid-cut. (6)
15. Liar arranged a place to lie. (4)
16. Little saint on a short street. (2)
17. Sounds like hairs - less logical? (7)
20. Madam, I’m de Caprio - a banned scientist. (7)
21. Refer, hesitate, return back (2)
22. Aide upset by a thought. (4)
24. In the best possible conditions, choose a mother. (6)
26. White collar Capone takes holy orders. (8)
29. An Eastern ruin ruined! Get used to it. (5)
30. Benign gin concoction at the start? (9)
31. In this place is why you find something that goes
against the creed. (6)
32. Belief is at the extremes of credible evidence. (7)

Tim Mendham + Steve Roberts

DR BOB’S QUIZ
1. What body didn’t set Easter into the calendar, despite many
historians saying it did?

2. Who called it Easter?
3. Who invented Easter eggs?
4. Who invented the Easter bunny?
5. Who named Easter Island?

Answers on page 62

DOWN
2. A chlorine version of the common tongue. (9)
3. Fools! Just two eyes and dots! (6)
4. Supernatural appearance when Violet and I got lost

in the train stop. (10)
6. Bird throws up bile! You’ll believe anything. (8)
7. Used to be Canberra, to be precise. (5)
8. Rearmed the fantasist. (7)
9. Conjunction to raise up the stuff of life. (3)
10. Age of a cauliflower ear. (3)
14. Roger lost a mad student of extraterrestrial influence.

(10)
18. Sort of reasoning used in channel particle. (9)
19. Twinkles like a slim germ. (8)
20. Like short people targeting Siemens around and
about. (7)
23. Cut back the promotion of a nude version. (6)
25. More aligned and less fake. (5)
27. Record of a tree? (3)
28. Play three notes as the tide goes out. (3)
03
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Readers’ indigestible
Tim Mendham looks at publications that deal with the
alternative world of pseudoscience.

T

his issue, we investigate social media that deal with the recent outbreak
of coronavirus - the conspiracies, the cures, and the just plain crazy.
Actual real authorities are trying to fight this “infodemic” of crackpot and
dangerous commenary and suggestions with mythbusting sites. Read on.

Virus Goes Viral
The spread of coronavirus COVID-19
has encouraged, as one might expect,
widespread reaction on social media.
Much of it is nonsensical, paranoid
conspiracy theories and equally out
of-left-field cures. In fact, on February
2, the World Health Organisation
(WHO) declared a “massive infodemic”,
citing an over-abundance of reported
information, accurate and false, about
the virus that “makes it hard for people
to find trustworthy sources and reliable
guidance when they need it.”
The WHO stated that the high
demand for timely and trustworthy
information has incentivised the creation
of a direct WHO 24/7 myth-busting
hotline where its communication and
social media teams have been monitoring
and responding to misinformation
through its website and social media
pages. (tinyurl.com/r4wnxbd)
According to The Washington
Post, roughly two million tweets
peddled conspiracy theories about the
coronavirus over the three-week period
when the outbreak began to spread
outside China, citing an unreleased
report from an arm of the US State
Department, raising fresh fears about
Silicon Valley’s preparedness to combat
a surge of dangerous disinformation
online.
The wrongful, harmful posts floated
a number of hoaxes and identified
falsehoods that represented seven percent
22

of the total tweets the government
studied and were “potentially
impactful on the broader social media
conversation,” according to the report.
The Global Engagement Center, the
propaganda-fighting program at the
State Department whose name appears
on the document, said it focused its
analysis on countries excluding the
United States between January 20 and
February 10, a period during which
the WHO declared COVID-19 an
international health emergency. In total,
the Global Engagement Center explored
29 million foreign posts, the report said.
The conspiracies put forward on
social media include:
• a laboratory in Wuhan, China, may be
the origin of the outbreak,
• the US government created the
virus (why? just bloody-minded, we
suppose),
• the CIA developed it as a way to wage
war on China,
• the UK and US governments
introduced the virus as a way to make
money from a potential vaccine,
• the Chinese government released it to
take focus off the Hong Kong protests,
• the virus was stolen from a Canadian
virus research lab by Chinese scientists,
• eating bats caused it,
• the outbreak was a population control
scheme created by Pirbright Institute
in England, and by former Microsoft
CEO Bill Gates,

• the virus was known and a vaccine is
already available.
The bogus cures include:
• On February 20, China president Xi
Jinping called for enhanced usage of
traditional Chinese medicine together
with modern medicine on treating
severe patients,
• In Myanmar, Buddhist monks
broadcast over loudspeakers that
placing “exactly seven” ground
peppercorns on the tongue will ward
off the virus,
• Hand-dryers can stop the disease,
• UV lamps can stop it,
• spraying alcohol or chlorine all over
your body can stop it,
• oregano oil is effective,
• take vitamin C and avoid spicy foods,
• avoid cold drinks, milkshakes, or ice
cream,
• vaccines against pneumonia can protect
you against coronavirus,
• regularly rinsing your nose with saline
helps prevent infection,
• eating garlic can help prevent infection,
• putting on sesame oil blocks the virus
from entering the body,
• antibiotics are effective in preventing
and treating coronavirus (coronavirus is
a virus, not a bacterium, so antibiotics
are ineffective),
• the virus can be warded off by drinking
bleach (“Miracle Mineral Supplement”
is recommended by conspiracy
movement Q Anon).
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Dodgy diseasology

Cambodia is an interesting case
in disease management. The country
confirmed its first and at time of
writing its only case of COVID-19
in late January. Speaking after that
announcement, the Cambodian Health
Minister, Mam Bun Heng, said the
country was too hot for the virus to
spread, saying that the coronavirus
cannot survive in temperatures higher
than 30C. He did add that it was
still important “to be careful” about
hygiene. The country’s Prime Minister,
Hun Sen, personally greeted passengers
from the cruise liner Westerdam when
it was allowed to dock in Sihanoukville,
having been rejected by other countries.
He didn’t wear a protective mask.
Hun Sen had already expressed
doubts about the risks posed by the
virus and offered to go personally to
the Chinese city of Wuhan - the centre
of the outbreak - to tell frightened
Cambodians living there that they must
stay put for the sake of relations with
China, a vital ally for his country.
Hysteria over coronavirus in Italy
has been compared to responses to the
plague in the 17th century. This was
covered in Alessandro Manzoni’s 1828
novel I Promessi Sposi (The Betrothed),
in which he said “Suspicion and
exasperation, when they aren’t stopped
by reason and charity, have the sad
characteristic of making people think
that the least lucky are culprits, on the
basis of the vaguest hints and most
thoughtless claims.”.

.

As an example of the inanity and
inherent racism of some of the
conspiracy theories thrown up by the
spread of COVID-19 is this message
that was posted in late January on
Instagram and distributed widely
in Australia on social media. The
text below is a verbatim copy - poor
spelling, grammatical errors, and
false claims (Bureau of Diseasology?!)
included.
c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c

CRONA’S DISEASE – UPDATE

[left hand column]

As the disease is starting to spread in
the greater Sydney region. I would like
to warn wholesale shops and buyers
on the risks of buying contiminated
products. These following items
are known to or may have traces of
corona’s disease. (Products are made
or held in neighbouring areas close to
Wuhan China.
• wuxhang rice
• fortune cookies
• nongsshim onion rings
• Mi Goreng noodles
• peach ice tea (Lipton)
• yakult milk drink
• Chinese red bull (traces may also be
held in normal red bull)
• wagyu beef
The following items showed above
may contain traces off the corona’s
virus and we are urging the public too
be extra vigilant before purchasing
these products.
[right hand column]

The bureau of diseasology Parramatta
has run some test on the air in areas
which people with corona’s disease
have visited and contaminated.
• Rhodes
• Strathfield
• Burwood • Chester hill
The areas shown above have shown
positive readings to the virus when
test where taken at respective train
stations.
Scientists are believing this virus

is spreading faster then the common
flu dear public please be cautious
while entering these areas and wear
masks/gloves when at work and out in
public.
Stay safe.
c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c

The NSW Department of health
issued a response on Twitter: “@
NSWHealth has been made aware of
a social media post that is being widely
circulated warning people to not
consume certain foods or visit certain
locations in Sydney. This post has not
originated from NSW Health or any
related entity. … Further, there is no
such entity as the ‘Department [sic] of
Diseasology Parramatta’. NSW Health
would like to assure the community
that the locations mentioned in this
post pose no risk to visitors, and there
have been no ‘positive readings’ at
train stations.”
Apart from the non-existent bureau
of diseasology, its list of products is
full of errors - Yakult is Japanese (and
the local version is made in Australia),
mi goreng is Indonesian (and made in
any such restaurant), and Nongshim
onion rings are Korean, none of
which, you might be aware, are part
of China.
Nonetheless, despite the most
cursory application of critical thinking
showing it to be nonsense, the post
was widely shared, even to the extent
of child minding centres posting it. It
still occasionally makes an appearance.
A more sophisticated fake
warning was circulated online,
claiming to be from the Queensland
Health Department. Presented on
departmental letterhead, the fake
advisory claimed that health warnings
had been issued for areas “with
Chinese nationals of ratio of 1 to 3
non-Chinese Australians”.
The post was labelled “100 per cent
fake” by Queensland officials

.
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Politicians, Science and Religion

Tim Mendham asks if
Australia’s political leaders
are prone to irrational
beliefs – the supernatural
and the paranormal.

A

ustralia’s politicians may parade
their personal beliefs to be
bold, or to appeal to a particular
demographic – or to be honest and
make it plain where they stand - or
they may more subtly hide their beliefs
behind “party lines” asserting that “it is
none of your business” to pry into what
ethical and religious inclinations drive
their actions and votes in parliament.
It is unusual for an Australian MP to
espouse open atheism – Julia Gillard was
the most recent example, though she
added to her brazenness by also being
a successful woman and by living in a
de facto relationship. It is probably less
common for an MP to be openly atheist
than it is to be openly gay.
But these outliers notwithstanding,
and despite the image (whether
warranted or not) of sober deliberation
and policy decision-making by our
parliamentary leaders, there is a
proclivity in at least some Australian
politicians for belief in the supernatural,
the paranormal and the pseudoscientific.
And this should give us pause, if not
concern.

RELIGIOUS INCLINATIONS

24

It is recognised that a politician’s own
religious beliefs (or lack of them) may
override the policies of their party or
even the views of their constituencies.
During the recent marriage equality
debate, a number of federal politicians
abstained from taking part in the final
conscience vote because they could not
bring themselves to support a particular
view of their electorate – whichever way
that went – because their own view ran
counter to it.

iLLogic
in The Lodge
Four politicians did take such a
stand on that issue, voting “no”. These
included the current Deputy Leader of
the National Party, David Littleproud.
The ten Coalition MPs who abstained
included current Prime Minister Scott
Morrison (then the Treasurer), who had
fought the proposal but whose electorate
(Cook, in the Sydney southern suburbs)
voted in favour 55-45%.
Morrison has since said he now
supports same-sex marriage because it
has allowed people to “get on with their
lives” and he “always supports the law
of the country”. He made the claim at a
press conference in Perth, brushing off
questions about whether his personal
views have changed since his vocal
opposition to marriage equality during
the marriage law postal survey in 2017.
Morrison, a Pentecostal Christian
who attends the Horizon Church in
his electorate, said he doesn’t “mix
[his] religion with politics”, though his

abstaining from voting for a proposal that
his electorate supported would indicate
otherwise.
But he would not be alone in allowing
his religious views to influence his
political stance. Particularly for someone
with a strongly and publically declared
religious devotion, it would be surprising
if he didn’t.
Religion itself can play a role in a
political party. Labor has traditionally
had a strong Catholic base, while
Liberals have, until recently, largely been
Protestant. Tony Abbott was the first
Catholic to become conservative leader,
let alone Prime Minister, although during
his period in charge – at Easter 2014 in
fact – eight out of 19 cabinet members of
his government were Catholic.
Australian Prime Ministers’ religious
beliefs have spread across the range of
possibilities. According to an article
by John Warhurst in the Jesuit online
publication Eureka Street (and updated
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from the article’s original publication in
2010 to allow for more recent events),
there have been 30 Prime Ministers of
Australia, the strong majority politically
conservative. About half, according to
Warhurst, have been either nominal
Christians only or agnostic, including
the third longest serving PM, Bob
Hawke:
• seven Catholic Prime Ministers
• nine Anglican Prime Ministers
• three Presbyterian Prime Ministers
(although several others had
‘Presbyterian antecedents’)
• one Methodist Prime Minister
(although others were ‘brought up
Methodists’),
• one Pentecostalist, and
• a handful of overtly agnostic/atheist.
There has been a high number of
agnostic and secular Prime Ministers, in
comparison with British Prime Ministers

Alfred Deakin,
Australia’s
second prime
minister and
probably only
spiritualist.

and American presidents.
Those leaders that have
espoused a religion have
all come from Christian
backgrounds, and the
parliamentary standing
orders for our Federal
Parliament reflect that
status – the Speaker begins
each day’s proceedings
with an Acknowledgement
of Country followed by a
reading of the Lord’s Prayer.
Belief in the supernatural seems to be
common among politicians, and roughly
mirrors that of the general population.

PARANORMALITIES

When a former Commonwealth
Minister for Science tells you, as he
did to the author of this article, that he
believes in ghosts, you have to wonder
about the ironic relationship of those
facts – science and ghosts don’t readily
go hand-in-hand. But belief in the
paranormal and belief in ghosts reaches
all the way to the top of the political pile.
Alfred Deakin (1856-1919) was
Australia’s second Prime Minister,
holding that office for three terms:
1903-1904, 1905-1908, and 19091910. He was a “colonial liberal” who
was a leader in the move for Federation
of the country, played a part in the
development of the Constitution,
helped establish the Australian Navy,
campaigned for the “White Australia”
policy; and he was a practising
spiritualist.
According to the Australian Dictionary
of Biography, Deakin “was prominent in
the spiritualist movement, though was
loathe to promote the fact. He attended
seances, tested phenomena, arranged
lectures and conducted the Progressive
Lyceum, the spiritualist Sunday school.
In 1874 he edited and contributed to
the Lyceum Leader and a year later
his small volume Quentin Massys: A
Drama in Five Acts appeared. In 1877
he published A New Pilgrim’s Progress,
a lengthy allegory imbued with the
loftiest moral principles, and he became
president of the Victorian Association of
Spiritualists.”
Deakin was active in the Theosophical
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Billy Hughes, PM, member of six
political parties and supporter
of faith healers.

Society until 1896, when
he resigned on joining the
Australian Church, which
had a commitment to social
justice and was active in the
anti-conscription campaigns
during World War I.
According to Roy
Williams, author of In God They
Trust?, another Australian Prime
Minister, the controversial and
often cantankerous Billy Hughes
(1862–1952) wrote an article in
1923, presumably just after his Prime
Ministerial role ended, in defence of a
popular faith healer of his day: “It may
be the mark of a credulous and feeble
mind to believe in the healing powers
of Christ,” he wrote. “It may be quite
out of tune with the age in which we
live to hold that to God all things are
possible. But I do not see that any man
can be a Christian and not believe
these things.”

PSEUDOSCIENCE

There have been many politicians who
have embraced pseudotechnology.
For instance, in 1980, Queensland
Premier Joh Bjelke-Petersen famously
supported a vehicle developed by
Sydney inventor Stephen Horvath that
was supposedly a water-fuelled car. It
was supposed to generate hydrogen
from water, then burn that hydrogen
in a controlled nuclear fusion reaction.
While hydrogen fuel is now a reality,
sourcing the fuel is a key issue; it is
unlikely that a nuclear fusion reactor
in a vehicle (or anywhere else) is a
workable candidate.
While technology missteps are
not uncommon, and support might
indicate a case where enthusiasm
outweighs knowledge, we are
concerned over instances of greater
support for a pseudoscience that
transgresses many areas of science –
creationism.
We once had a science minister
who, based on some of his statements,
appeared to be a supporter of
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Politicians and science

Illogic in
the Lodge

the White House. When
this was first raised, he
would neither confirm
nor deny the suggestion,
Continued...
passing it off as “Canberra
gossip”, but he has since
confirmed the invitation
(which was apparently
initially rejected by US
creationism, though that was never
authorities; but eventually
confirmed. Creationism and science are
Houston did get to go to
even stranger bedfellows than science
the White House).
and ghosts.
Hillsong Church is
Science ministers come and go, and
the largest Pentecostal
many – unfortunately – are relegated
institution in Australia. It
to lower, less significant places on
was part of the Australian
the ministerial hierarchy. But what
Christian Churches
about creationism at the top level of
(ACC), but withdrew from that group
government? Are there any Prime
in September 2018 in a move that
Ministers who have embraced this antiHillsong described as “likened to a child
scientific belief?
who has grown up and now has a larger
The answer may very well be yes, and
life outside the family home”. It still
may very well include our current Prime
retains an association with the ACC, but
Minister, Scott Morrison.
sees itself as international rather than
There are suggestions of association
purely Australian.
for between Morrison and Tim Stewart,
The ACC (until 2007 called the
a senior Australian figure in the Q Anon
ultra-conspiracy group (who suggest that Assemblies of God) consists of “over
a cabal of Satan-worshipping paedophiles 1000 churches with over 375,000
constituents, making it the largest
rule the world). When Morrison, as
Pentecostal movement in Australia”.
Prime Minister, delivered the nation’s
One of those churches is Horizon
formal apology to the survivors of
Church (formerly
institutional child
Shirelive) in the Sydney
abuse, he referred to
The ACC and its
suburb of Sutherland.
“ritual sexual abuse”.
Morrison has always
This was a term never
affiliates follow a
admitted his strong
used by the Royal
strictly creationist
religious beliefs – they
Commission, but
formed the core of his
that wording rings
anti-evolutionist
maiden speech, and he
true for proponents
philosophy.
has never been shy of
of Q Anon’s Satanic
raising religion and God
conspiracy. But this is
in public. He and his family are strong
guilt by association.
members of the Horizon Church, as
Closer to Morrison’s heart is his
indicated in dramatic TV footage of
association with Brian Houston, joint
a news report of Morrison ecstatically
founder of Hillsong Church. In his
witnessing during a lively church service.
maiden speech to Federal Parliament in
Church members are known to
February 2008, Morrison stated that “I
“speak in tongues” during heightened
made a commitment to my faith at an
religious experiences.
early age and have been greatly assisted
Horizon Church has over 2000
by the pastoral work of many dedicated
members through its weekend services,
church leaders”, citing Houston with
children’s, youth, young adult and
two others.
adult programs. Each church under
Morrison has recently admitted that
the ACC banner is self-governing, “but
he – or his office – included Houston in
commits itself to work together with
a list of people who should be invited to

“

”
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Joh Bjelke-Petersen
with Stephen
Horvarth

other churches in the movement for
the purpose of mutual support and the
spread of the gospel in Australia and the
world”.
Part of that commitment is to the
ACC doctrinal basis (acc.org.au/aboutus/doctrinal-basis/), “articles of faith of
the Australian Christian Churches …
given as a basis for belief, fellowship and
ministry ‘that we all preach the same
thing’”.
You have to know where to look
on the ACC site to find this doctrine,
but we must assume that its premises
are essential guides for followers of
Pentecostalism. They cover the nature
of God and the Devil, the need for
atonement and baptism, the millennial
return of Jesus, etc.
One item of significance is Item
4.4 on the Holy Scriptures, which says
that “We believe in the verbal, plenary
inspiration of the Holy Scriptures,
namely the Old and New Testaments
in their original writings. All scripture
is given by inspiration of God, and
is infallible, inerrantly revealing the
will of God concerning us all in all
things necessary to our salvation, and
is absolutely supreme and sufficient
in authority in all matters of faith and
conduct. The Bible does not simply
contain the Word of God, but is, in
reality, the complete revelation and very
Word of God, inspired by the Holy
Spirit, so that whatever is not contained
therein is not to be enjoined as an article
of faith.”
In other words, a Christian funda-
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Scott Morrison and wife Jenny signal their
devotion at a Pentecostal meeting in their local
Horizon Church.

mentalist following of Biblical writ.
The final doctrine on the list, item
4.20, looks at Creation: “We believe
that the heavens and earth and all
original life forms, including humanity,
were made by the specific immediate
creative acts of God as described in the
account of origins presented in Genesis,
and that all biological changes which
have occurred since creation are limited
to variation within each species.”
This means that the ACC and
its affiliate churches follow a strictly
creationist, anti-evolutionist philosophy.
Can we assume that its parishioners
follow the same doctrine?
Followers of Pentecostalism are
nothing if not fervent and loyal
believers. In an article titled “The Devil
& Scott Morrison”, which appeared
in The Monthly in February 2019,
the author James Boyce describes the
doctrinal statement as “non-negotiable”.
“The whole point of this religion,” he
says, “is that the whole package defines
one’s whole life. Morrison … either
carries these core beliefs or he is not a
true Pentecostal. To doubt the gifts and
power of the Holy Spirit, the reality of
spiritual war or the imminent end of the
world is to fall prey to the temptation
of Satan and become a backslider – and
there is no evidence that Morrison has
ever become that.”
Boyce was taken to task with
a response by Professor Stephen
Fogarty, president of the Pentacostalist
Alphacrucis College, which appeared on
the ABC’s online Religion and Ethics

section. While Fogarty criticised some
of Boyce’s assertions and corrected
some errors, he did not disown the
doctrines. He did, however, say that
“I can sympathise when our political
leaders are rather reticent to speak
about their faith. The irony is that
James Boyce’s ill-conceived and poorly
prosecuted essay explains why they
are so reticent. If our Prime Ministers
were to make public statements about
the substance of their faith, these
statements would immediately be
misunderstood, misconstrued and
ultimately misrepresented by religiously
ill-equipped journalists.”
Following Morrison’s televised
appearance at Horizon Church,
there was criticism of him, including
suggestions that his hand gestures
reminded some of a Nazi salute.
He responded angrily: “It’s disgusting.
These grubs are gutless and they’re
keyboard warriors in their mother’s
basement trying to make heroes of
themselves. But the great Australian
people are much bigger than them.”
More soberly, in his maiden speech,
he said “In recent times it has become
fashionable to negatively stereotype
those who profess their Christian faith
in public life as ‘extreme’ and to suggest
that such faith has no place in the
political debate of this country. This
presents a significant challenge for those
of us … who seek to follow the example
of William Wilberforce or Desmond
Tutu, to name just two. These leaders
stood for the immutable truths and
principles of the Christian faith.”
We approached the Prime Minister
for comment, and asked about
his attitude to the ACC doctrines,
specifically those mentioned in this
article. Morrison’s own electoral office
only takes queries from residents of that
electorate. We approached the Office
of Prime Minister and Cabinet, who
suggested the Prime Minister’s Press
Office would be best placed to respond.
We approached the PM’s Press Office,
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which responded with an automatic
message giving email details of five
different staff members. We approached
all of those, several times – none
responded.
Is the Prime Minister, as Fogarty
suggests, reticent to discuss this part
of his beliefs, though being quite open
about his beliefs generally?
But there are other questions that are
not to be dismissed as part of Canberra
gossip or the Canberra bubble, questions
that should concern the “great Australian
people”, even if only in result if not
detail.
This is an age that relies on technology
and science. Some of the most pressing
questions of today – climate change,
epidemics, environmental management
– have science and technology at the core
of any proposed solutions.
Regardless of what one might think
of the policies of any particular party
or individual – and this article does
not intend to address those policies – it
is important that we know where our
elected representatives, and especially
those in the highest office, stand on such
important issues.
Whether it is spiritualism, faith
healing, pseudotechnology, or
creationism and the end times, it is not
just of passing interest to the populace
where our representatives and leaders
are coming from. As Morrison himself
said in his maiden speech, “For me,
faith is personal, but the implications
are social—as personal and social
responsibility are at the heart of the
Christian message.”
The question then, as to whether we
have a creationist, anti-evolutionist, and
inherently anti-science Prime Minister in
the Lodge, has implications far beyond
the confines of a church in Sydney’s
suburbs.

.

About the author:

Tim Mendham is executive
officer and editor with
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cience & Technology Australia
(STA) is Australia’s peak body in
science and technology, representing
more than 75,000 Australian scientists
and technologists from more than 60
key organisations, working across all
scientific disciplines.
Its mission is “to bring together
scientists, governments, industry and
the broader community to advance the
role, reputation and impact of science
and technology across the nation”.
With headquarters based in
Canberra, STA has established
meaningful relationships with
parliamentarians, the Office of
the Chief Scientist, the scientific
academies, heads of government
science agencies, granting bodies,
and key players in the science and
technology industries across Australia.
It runs the STEM Ambassador
program and Science Meets Parliament
events.

STEM AMBASSADORS
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The STEM Ambassador program
began in 2018 and is designed to give
federal politicians evidence-based
information on scientific issues.
The Ambassadors come from a
wide range of science, technology,
and engineering jobs, representing
particular federal electorates across
Australia. (The inaugural intake in

Science & Technology Australia gives politicians
information based on science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics that should have an impact on policy
development, especially on contentious issues.
2018 covered 10 electorates.) They
receive training and support to work
directly with their local MPs to
promote understanding of science
and technology, and support the
involvement of science in Australian
politics and decision making.
Candice Raeburn is the STEM
Ambassador in Wills (Victoria). She
has been working to provide the local
member, Peter Khalil, with better
access to scientific research, data and
evidence.
“I remember walking out of my first
meeting with Peter being really excited
about what we could achieve working
together,” she said.
Since that first meeting, Raeburn
and Khalil have established the STEM
Wills Advisory Group, which brings
together STEM professionals to learn
about how government works and how
scientist might have an influence.
During the 12-month program,
participants receive professional
development and support from STA.
Training covers: effective engagement

and communicating science to
parliamentarians; building networks;
media engagement, social media
and science advocacy; and policy
monitoring and engagement.
After 12 months in the program, the
inaugural Ambassadors all felt more
confident in engaging with decision
makers and about their ability to
influence national policy.
The former STA Chief Executive
Kylie Walker, who stepped down
at the end of 2019, said the STEM
Ambassador Program was vital to
helping build understanding and
engagement between science and
parliament.
“STA supports and empowers
STEM professionals to become effective
advocates for their work and their
sector, building understanding and
good will among political leadership
for the incredibly important role they
play in Australia’s health, wealth, and
environmental wellbeing. We also work
hard to advocate for basing policy on
the best available evidence. The STEM
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Ambassador Program supports these
goals.
“STEM professionals who are keen
on getting more involved in policy
and political decision-making should
seriously consider applying to be a
STEM Ambassador,” Walker said.
The ideal applicant would be:
• Interested in politics and public
policy
• a strong communicator
• dedicated to increasing the
prevalence evidence-based policy
• willing to work with all members
of parliament, regardless of political
affiliation
• skilled at building and maintaining
professional relationships
• not a member of a political party.
The 2020 intake is now closed,

however possible applicants should
contact Peter Derbyshire, Policy and
Projects Officer, at peter.derbyshire@
sta.org.au.

SCIENCE MEETS PARLIAMENT

Science Meets Parliament is a politicianmeet-scientist event held every year
in Canberra. It is designed to bring
together decision makers and Australia’s
leading STEM professionals, to
promote the role of science, technology,
engineering and mathematics - and the
valuable part these sectors can play in
politics.
After 20 years of running Science
Meets Parliament, the event has
managed to achieve enduring
relationships between politicians
and science and technology leaders;

Top to bottom:
Meetings with politicians
can be via formal press
conferences, informal
roundtable sessions (with
former prime ministers),
and get-togethers with
MPs (Wills MP Peter Khalil
front row centre).
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spark valuable policy change to the
benefit of STEM business; catalyse vital
skills for a range of Australia’s STEM
leadership; and has helped to jump
start funding and support for important
fields of research.
Each year more than 200 scientists,
technologists and STEM professionals
take part in this unique event over two
days. The most recent took place in
November 2019.
On Day One, delegates hear from
leaders in policy, media, science and
technology, and advocacy. They share
their insights through panel discussions,
presentations and workshops. Day One
concludes with a gala dinner which
traditionally sees the Prime Minister
and Opposition Leader present
their position and plans for science,
technology and innovation in Australia.
On Day Two, delegates meet faceto-face with Parliamentarians across
the political spectrum. It’s a chance
for scientists and technologists to
share their enthusiasm for science and
information about their work and
discipline. This is a rare opportunity to
speak directly to politicians and is the
highlight for most who attend.
Delegates will also have the chance
to be part of the live audience for
the National Press Club Address and
to attend a session of Parliamentary
Question Time.
Additionally, delegates get ample
opportunities to meet other men and
women working in STEM – from early
career researchers through to senior
decision-makers.
To take part in the next event in
October, applicants should ensure that
they belong to one of STA’s member
organisations (tinyurl.com/u9cxba6),
and speak to their representative to find
out how to attend.
The STA also recently instituted
the Science Meets Policymakers event,
which brings together researchers and
practitioners from a range of science
and technology disciplines with
policymakers from across government
departments and agencies - to
make connections and examine the
intersection between the evidence base
and policy development.

.
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Ken Baldwin says that,
when politicians listen to
scientists, we all benefit.
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cience has evolved over many
centuries to become an integral
part of modern society, underpinning
our health, wealth, and cultural fabric.
Yet scientific evidence is often wilfully
disregarded by politicians worldwide.
They often cherrypick or ignore the
science when it does not accord with their
political agenda. We have seen “alternative
facts” supplant scientific and other
evidence bases in this “post-fact” era.
While surveys continue to show that
the vast majority of people still support
and believe in the benefits of science, the
recent politicisation of science has at best
raised seeds of doubt, and at worst has
polarised many people’s worldview.
Perhaps politicians are simply reflecting
a tendency for people to allow their
worldview to influence which scientific
facts they believe.
Perhaps there is a justification for
excluding those political appointees
to public office who are on record for
denying the science that is crucial to their
decision-making.
After all, while they represent and
reflect their electoral peers, politicians
have the added responsibility of
appointing people who make informed
decisions and public policy based on
sound evidence.
So it is important now, more than
ever, to reinforce with politicians the
need to value and respect science in the
development of evidenced-based policy.
In Australia, a key connection between
science and politics is the annual “Science
meets Parliament” event, which began
in 1999, and which today is organised

by Science and Technology Australia.
This unique event brings together
hundreds of scientists and the Australian
parliament, and owes its success to the
way in which it saturates parliament with
science for two days.
There are three key outcomes
of Science meets Parliament that
highlight its significance:
• Scientists both young and old convey
the excitement and the benefits of
science to parliamentarians, thereby
helping to close the “virtuous cycle”
that supports science in society
• Scientists, at the same time, develop
an appreciation for the process of
government, contributing significantly
to their professional development
• Lasting networks are created between
parliamentarians and scientists.
They go beyond the meetings at
Science meets Parliament, and enable
scientific engagement with the
parliament to extend more broadly,
both geographically and throughout
scientific and parliamentary careers.
These linkages are the key to ensuring
the ongoing contribution of science
to government decision making, and
thereby to enhancing the role of science
in our society.
In science, as in industry, it is also
important to innovate continually in
our governance processes. Without this,
the political system cannot respond to
the changing needs of the community.

Engagement through events like Science
meets Parliament is a key part of that
evolution.
Equally, individual scientists need
to play a role in everyday life to
communicate their science, whether
to key decision makers or the wider
community, in order to counter
“alternative facts”.
In schools, workplaces, community
groups and at dinner parties, scientists
should convey the consensus view
of science even if it lies outside their
immediate expertise.
Any scientist with an informed
perspective of the state of scientific
knowledge on climate change, genetically
modified foods, nuclear science or
evolution can contribute to enhanced
understanding in the wider community.
Whether through Science meets
Parliament or as individuals, all scientists
have a role to play in countering those
who seek to cherrypick and subvert the
science that underpins our modern,
evidence-based society.

.

Note: Reprinted from The Conversation,
March 21, 2017.
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Paranormal investigator Richard Palmisano puts questions to
250 paranormal investigation groups, and doesn’t like the answers.
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inding a suitable location to
conduct paranormal investigations
and experiments is a difficult one.
Gaining access is even harder. The site
has to contain activity, be accessible,
and provide an environment that
can be in the most part controllable.
These are all difficult criteria to meet.
Finding the right place is even more
difficult when you add the thousands
of paranormal groups chasing down
every so called haunted location on the
planet.
This is a real problem - most of these
groups are more thrill seekers than
anything else.
I know I am going to take a lot of
flack for saying this but…really. Most
don’t even know they are part of the
problem, this is the main reason we
take a beating from academia and
skeptics alike.
Yes, a lot of groups follow rules and
have made a big investment buying
all types of expensive equipment.
But this is not a hobby; it’s certainly
not something to do to impress your
friends.

So simply look at what you are
doing out there and ask yourself these
questions.
Do I go from place to place hunting
ghosts even though I found some
evidence of a haunting at the last place
I had investigated? If so, you are a
thrill seeker simply because you found
‘evidence’ of a haunting and openly
chose to abandon that location to rush
off to find another place to investigate.
What was the point? A lot of groups
do this to build web sites to have the
honour of saying, hey look at me I
investigated 25 cool haunted places
last year. Answer honestly after all the
investigations you have done what real
contribution have you made to the
study of parapsychology? Have you
shared your findings with other groups
… and Facebook doesn’t count! Have
you built theory from field observations
and devised experiments to test your
theory and have you had those results
peer reviewed from other groups?
Over the last year, I was very
interested in what the true situation
was in the field of paranormal research

so I set out to follow, study and at
times ask simple questions to a random
selection of 250 paranormal groups in
four countries - Canada, US, UK and
Australia.
I am not about to name names, that
is not the point here, but this is what I
found:
• 7% breaking laws like trespassing,
break and enter, and using drugs
and alcohol either prior to or
during an investigation;
• 8% causing property damage;
• 16% causing property owners to
close off access to investigators;
• 94% spending one full day 6 to 12
hours onsite;
• 4% spending 12 to 72 hours
(Returned visits) to same location;
• 1% spending 73 to 120 hours
(Returned visits) to same location;
• 1% working a haunted site for
months or longer;
• 0% advancements, providing new
information (theory) to other teams
to test;
• 6% devising paranormal
experiments;
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• 0% working with other teams to
replicate experiments.
Even when I directly contacted
groups offering specifically-designed
experiments for the work they were
doing in the field (which would cost
them nothing) they had no interest.
When offered to send paranormal
photo to teams that professed to
specifically study these particular
phenomena for opinion, 0% accepted
the offer.

WORKING TOGETHER

Cooperation or collaboration between
teams, sharing information or ideas:
• Canada 0%;
• US less than 2%;
• UK 3%;
• Australia less than 1%;
• 4% had a protocol on handling and
keeping evidence captured on an
investigation;
• 2% had knowledge on how to have
evidence authenticated;
• 30% flooded social media with data
of their investigation regardless of
content, meaning even if nothing
happened they would post hours of
video and audio online;
• 20% were found to break the
cardinal rule of not charging
money for investigations and house
clearings;
• 60% were found to have changed
the original story of an event to a
more elaborate story when asked
if they would be interested in
appearing on TV;
• 22% damaged the investigation
by pulling pranks on other
investigators.

USING TECHNOLOGY

When communicating with
investigators from the 250 groups
Tools of the trade?
EMF tester, recorder, laser
thermometer, green laser grid pens,
red keychain light, multi purpose
LED flashlight, motion sensor. Also
throw in camera, listening device
and state of the art walkie talkie.
Oh and a hard case to put them in!
Camouflage gear optional. Nice.
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it was found that 40% did not fully
parapsychology and paranormal
investigation.
understand the equipment they were
using or the correct operation of that
• 85% felt education in
equipment.
parapsychology and paranormal
investigation wasn’t worthwhile.
• 6% of investigators believed that
The other major problem is people
paranormal (ghost) apps for your cell
phone were a scientific way to collect who do nothing more than flood every
possible avenue with false information
evidence;
• 75% had no safety protocols in place and hoaxes. This damages the entire
effort of real research by fueling
for their team, and less than 2% had
skepticism and
a first aid kit available
bringing everything,
even when working in
A large number
even the best evidence
abandoned buildings
talk about their
put forward, into
in the middle of
doubt.
nowhere.
experience using
There are those
• 62% The collectors,
terms like capturing who I term as
these teams’ main
investigative parties,
objective was to
evidence .
where a team rents out
investigate as many
a place and calls in anyone willing to pay
locations as possible simply to post
on their website and other social
entry fees to investigate, 40 or 50 people
media that they had “been there,
running around an old abandoned
done it”.
building - hardly productive. This would
be okay if they saw it as entertainment,
but a large number later talk about their
LEARNING THE WAYS
experience using terms such as capturing
On education, it was encouraging to
find at least 2% had taken introductory evidence and scientific methods.
Then there are those who started off
courses in parapsychology. The
as investigators who quickly sold out to
majority learnt their investigative
turning their research into ghost tours
techniques from watching people like
to make some money. On the surface
Bagans, Hawes, Zaffis and the Warrens
this sounds okay, but not until you dig
on TV, or searching the internet.
deeper to find they didn’t have enough
When asked if they had read any
juicy fact for a ghost tour so they started
books or papers from people like
adding fiction and legends to flesh out
Barrett, Crookes, Myers, and the likes
the story/tour.
of Rhine and Conan Doyle, 66% said
Now I have to admit that 250 is
no, 26% had no idea who I was talking
only a small sample of the thousands
about, and 8% said they had.
• 98% took old theory as gospel, never of research groups out there; maybe I
chose poorly, or maybe what I found
challenged or tested those theories.
is a true reflection of the state of
• 35% formed their opinions from
paranormal research today.
field work around these theories. In
I have a feeling that collectively we
other words, they made their field
have little chance of ever coming close
work fit the theory.
to answering the questions that we as a
• 88% had a poor working knowledge
civilisation have asked ourselves about
of the history of spiritualism,
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Collecting
the wrong information

S

ome people seem to think that if
you have a problem or an issue, all
you need to do is to collect enough
information about it, and that will tell
you the answer. Here is a stark counterexample.
During WW2, the Americans did a
huge analysis of data from repair reports
on B17 bombers, the plan being to add
armour to the areas of the aircraft most
commonly damaged. Because of weight,
you cannot armour the whole plane,
so it was incredibly important that the
armour went in the right places.
One of the analysts, a mathematician
named Abraham Wald, discussed the
project with an armourer who was
helping the design team with the
armour kits. The armourer told Wald
the project was all wrong: that he has
seen planes fly home with damage in
all the areas they were armouring. Then
Wald had a Eureka moment – he drew
a diagram of the bomber, and ruled
out every area where a plane had come
home with a bullet hole in that part. The
diagram was stark – no plane had ever
come home with damage in certain
angles of the cockpit (where a bullet
would kill both pilots) or at the base of
the vertical stabiliser.
Wald had realised that the planes
that had been shot in these bulletfree zones never made it home to
be accounted for. They changed the
armour, and crew survival rates shot up.
Had they just followed the data, it would
have led them to armour the places the
plane could survive a hit and get back,
not the places that would always bring
the aircraft down if they were shattered.
So, you need to collect the right
information, because collecting the
wrong information can mislead you to
a wrong conclusion – in this case the
opposite conclusion to the right one.
- by Tim Harding
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Ghost of a
Chance
Continued...

life after death for millennia. There
just aren’t enough investigators doing
the hard work needed with way too
many muddying the waters. Not to
mention that the entire situation
is in such a mess that setting up a
professional network for collaboration
would be next to impossible.
It was encouraging to see some
groups were doing well in a lot of the
categories, but without a professional
network, peer review, the overflow of
too many poor groups and hoaxes,
I feel the work being done will
amount to nothing significant. Take

into account new theory being made
available, which is rare, they are not
gaining any real attention as groups are
afraid to step from the old path; most
are unsure of how to even test theory
so they embrace a lot of the old theory
of which a lot have been proven to be
wrong.
Even in a field that demands having
an open mind, we find many minds
are shut tight. At best the situation as it
stands is reduced to nothing more than
gaining some insights on a personal
level, and significant advancements are
highly unlikely.

.

About the author:

Richard Palmisano is a
paranormal investigator,
security specialist and
criminal investigator.

H idden C ost of G hosthunting

C

hurches in the UK have
complained that paranormal
investigators and ghost
hunters are responsible - if only
indirectly - for damage to their
buildings.

According to the Lincolnshire Live
website, the Churches Conservation
Trust has spent over 13,000 pounds
repairing St Botolph’s church in
Skidbrooke, near Louth, since 2015.
The Trust is responsible for
churches that are no longer needed
for active worship but are too
historically important to let fall into
disrepair.
St Botolph’s has suffered damage
to its roof, church doors lit on fire,
bricks pulled from walls, not to
mention animal carcasses being left
around the building and grounds.
The Trust says that the damage
is likely caused by vandals and even
Satanists (thus the dead animals),
but these are encouraged to
desecrate the buildings following
reports of paranormal phenomena

made by ghost hunters and spread by
“misleading media reports”.
The Trust says “Since the 1980s,
the Grade 1 listed church has endured
extensive damage at the hands of
vandals, many of whom visit the
site in the belief that the church is
haunted. The popularity of the ghost
hunter investigations is often the
catalyst for more damage.”
It adds that there are still people
who visit the church to visit and tend
the graves of family members, and
the damage is causing them distress.
Retford Ghost Hunters, who
recently investigated the site, said
that it is “unfair” to suggest groups
like theirs are to blame.
“We always treat the area with
respect. ... We have been slated on
social media for doing nothing but
gentle, respectful investigation and
we get some wonderful evidience.”
Maybe if the hunters were a little
less keen to label every building as
haunted, then some churches might
be less prone to damage.

.
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Mis-managing
THE
Business

John Smyrk says management
pseudoscience is a field ripe for
skeptical enquiry.

A

s someone who has just retired
derived from personal experience and
from the “ivory tower”, I now
anecdotal evidence rather than being
have the time to indulge a longimplied by a set of axioms or inferred
term interest, that of management
from experimentation. As I explored
pseudoscience (MPS). The bulk
this issue further, it became clear to me
of my academic life was spent in
that books like Covey’s (and there are
various business schools teaching and
many of that sort) had characteristics
researching project management.
that qualify them as a form of
Business schools are interesting
pseudoscience.
because the courses they teach vary so
This article is intended to
widely in orientation. Some are deeply introduce the reader to management
analytical (such as statistical modelling), pseudoscience (MPS), although I
while others are more descriptive (such would expect that the ideas presented
as corporate strategy).
here will already have occurred to most
A few years ago, one of my
readers at various times.
colleagues offered a course in an HRSo, what is MPS?
related discipline for which one of
MPS is a form of knowledge
the set texts was Stephen Covey’s The
accepted by the business community
7 Habits of Highly Effective People.
that is not drawn from either
Other (unrelated) courses in the same
scientific enquiry or deduced from a
MBA program included references
set of declared principles (axioms).
in statistical analysis. I was intrigued
The three I have elected to explore
by the underlying contrasts between
here provide some useful targets for
the texts set for the two courses. One
discussion. Others not discussed
was based on rigorous mathematical
here are numerous and include, for
principles, the other
example, brain
based on what
dominance theory,
might be described
Management pseu- and techniques based
as “possibly
variants of the
doscience is not drawn on
interesting (and
assertion that “we
from either scientific en- use only a small
potentially useful)
advice”. Equally
quiry or deduced from percentage of our
intriguing contrasts
brain’s power”.
declared principles.
could be exposed
My approach
by comparing a
here is simply to
book like Covey’s with one based on,
expose some of the weaknesses in three
for example, the empirical results of
examples of MPS. The bulk of the
scientific research into organisational
article is about the Myers-Briggs Type
behaviour.
Index, which offers some rich pastures
So what is interesting about Covey’s for critical discussion because so much
book? It is based on statements that are about the technique is, frankly, quite

silly. The treatment of the other two
(“subliminal” advertising and “business
excellence”) is somewhat lighter,
primarily because they each suffer from
just a single (fatal) weakness.

MYERS-BRIGGS

The Myers-Briggs Type index is
an extremely popular tool used in
the organisational development
community. In the June 2018 edition
of The Skeptic, Brian Dunning provided
a most useful critique of the method.
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Isabel Briggs Myers
(left) and her mother
Katharine Cook Briggs “numerous conceptual
weaknesses with the
technique”

Continued...
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Here I will consider some other
conceptual issues that it raises.
In the early 1900s, Katharine
Cook Briggs and her daughter Isabel
Briggs Myers proposed a personality
classification method, commonly
identified as the “Myers-Briggs
Type Index (MBTI), which they
later discovered was similar to one
proposed by Carl Jung in his 1923
book Psychological Types. According
to the MBTI schema, personality types
among the general community can be
grouped into 16 classes based on four
binary variables called “psychological
preference” scales, each of which has
two subclasses (indicated by a letter
code). According to the Myers Briggs
Foundation (myersbriggs.org):
• There are two classifications of
energy orientation. Extraverts who
direct energy outwardly and who
are energised by the outside world
and introverts who direct energy
inwardly and are energised by
reflecting on their inner world. A
person is, accordingly, classified as
either “E” or “I” (but not both).
• There are two ways of perceiving
(gathering information). Sensing
people pay attention to details and
current realities, while intuition
people pay attention to meanings,
patterns, and future possibilities.
The codes for these preferences
are “S” and “N”. (“N” is used for
”intuitive” to distinguish it from
”introvert”).
• There are two ways of making
choices (decisions). Thinking
people choose decisions based on
principles and logical consequences,
while feeling people choose
decisions based on values and
consequences. A person is, against
this characteristic, classified as
either “T” or “F” (but, again, not
both).

high extravert/low
introvert through
to low extravert/
high introvert.
Despite that, the
MBTI framework
seeks to classify rather than simply
• There are two forms of action
orientation: for which an individual measure. Consider two people taking
the MBTI test. Fred Nurke’s energy
can be either “judging” or
orientation is just above the threshold
“perceiving” Judging is defined
for being classified as “E”, while Jane
as likely to come to conclusions
Moriarty is just below. According to
quickly and enjoy the structure
the MBTI method, they are completely
provided by reaching closure.
Perceiving is defined as likely to take distinct personality types—and must
be treated differently. But, because their
more time to gather information
measured values for energy orientation
before comfortably coming to
are almost identical, it makes no sense
closure, enjoy the process, and are
to discriminate between them (at least
more comfortable being openas far as that characteristic goes).
ended. The identifying letters here
A similar issue would arise if, for
are “J” & “P”.
example, clothing manufacturers
The loose, vague, and broad scope
declared that men must be classified
of these definitions immediately raises
as either short or tall and, as a
problems. How is one to decide how
consequence, produced just two sizes
to interpret the classification variables
of clothing. A walk down Bourke St
and, accordingly decide on how an
would reveal a lot of rolled up trouser
individual is to be classified?
legs and exposed ankles, but very
The MBTI framework is based on
few smartly dressed
the assertion that,
Melburnians!
for each of the four
The loose, vague,
Some MBTI
scales the population
proponents
will at this
is made up of people
and broad scope of
point in a discussion
who fall into two
these definitions claim that the four
disjoint classes.
Because a person can
how to decide how characteristics can
take on any value, and
be classified two ways
to interpret the
that people don’t fall
for each of the four
into discrete, disjoint
scales, everyone falls
variables
categories. Such a claim
into exactly one of 16
immediately implies that
distinct groups. These
the MBTI framework cannot be used
classifications are labelled with the 16
to classify and hence fails to serve any
possible combinations of the codes
listed above, such as “INTP”. But some useful purpose whatsoever!
This is a serious problem for any
human characteristics can be usefully
theory which attempts to pretend that
grouped into two, such as handedness,
a continuum is really a set of discrete
while others (such as height) cannot.
values. (I mention in passing that all
Take “energy orientation” for
“stage” theories of economic growth,
example. A person taken at random
such as Marxism, suffer from the same
could have a value anywhere from

“
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fatal flaw.)
This confusion between the
measurement of a continuous variable
and using it for classification becomes
even more problematic if we ask
“Are the four classificatory variables
independent?” For example, one could
mount a plausible a priori argument
in support of the proposition that
the MBTI parameters of perceiving
and making choices are correlated
(and hence not independent). If that
is true and they happen to be very
highly correlated, then one of them
is basically redundant and the 16
MB types collapse into eight. Looked
at another way, eight of the MBTI
classifications appear twice in the list of
types, but with different labels.
What is a significant take away from
MBTI? There are numerous conceptual
weaknesses with the technique, but one
of the most problematic is its treatment
of continuous variables as if they were
discrete.

SUBLIMINAL ADVERTISING

Anecdotal evidence suggests that
subliminal advertising (“SubAd”)
is widely accepted by the general
community as a real phenomenon.
SubAd is the (ultra-short) display
of a brief text message on a screen
during, for example a movie with the
intention of influencing the behaviour
of a viewer. It offers particularly fertile
ground for conspiracy theorists who
believe that we are all subject to a
continuous stream of SubAd messages
from movies, TV, YouTube, etc. Where
did the idea of SubAd come from? I

draw here from GR Dowling’s The art
and science of marketing: marketing
for marketing managers.
In 1957, James Vicary a New Jersey
market researcher was in some sort
of financial difficulty. He claimed
to have conducted a six-week test in
which two messages were flashed for
1/3000th of a second on a screen at a
cinema: “Hungry? Eat Popcorn” and
“Drink Coca Cola”. Furthermore,
he also claimed that, as a result,
popcorn sales rose over 50 per cent
and Coke sales rose nearly 20 per
cent. Soon after Vicary was challenged
to replicate his results, but failed to
do so and admitted to inventing the
evidence! [The experiment – which
itself never took place – supposedly
involved a piece of equipment called
a tachistoscope, used during World
War 2 for training fighter pilots to help
them identify aircraft silhouettes as
friend or foe. – Ed]
Despite this obvious fraud,
“subliminal advertising” continues
to be accepted in some quarters as a
“proven” phenomenon. Perhaps this
is a not-so-strange situation in this
counterintuitive “Trumpian” world
where, unfortunately, proof of fraud
often has no impact on those who
do not believe that there has been a
fraud. Worse still, many of the general
population are completely unable to
distinguish between proof of fraud, no
proof of fraud and proof of no fraud.
A further simple application of
critical thinking reveals some curious
leaps of faith that believers in SubAd
must take. While these are not

arguments against the existence of the
phenomenon, they do represent issues
that proponents of SubAd must be able
to explain with appropriate evidence.
The first problem relates to a question
that is left unanswered. What is the
nature of the relationship between the
duration of exposure to a message and
its end-effect? The existence of SubAd
would require that there be one or both
of two explanations.
The first is that there is an inverse
relationship between the duration
of exposure to a message and its
effectiveness. In other words, the
shorter the exposure, the greater
the sales. But if that is true, why are
advertisers in general so preoccupied
with the concept of exposure? Ad
campaigns in real life appear to be
based on the assumption by promoters
of a direct (rather than inverse)
relationship between the two. The
greater the exposure of a market to
the ads for a product, the greater the
eventual sales.
A second explanation might
postulate that the relationship is direct
except for extremely short exposures.
Looked at another way, as exposure is
reduced, eventual sales fall, but there is
a (presumable short) length of exposure
below which effectiveness becomes
inversely related to exposure.
Such a proposition then raises a
number of consequential questions:
What does that relationship look like?
What causes it to behave in such a
counter-intuitive way? Does the inverse
relationship hold for arbitrarily small
exposures? That would require some
form of “homeopathic” mechanism
whereby vanishingly small exposures
become extremely effective. By
extension, that would then imply
that we are all being bombarded
continuously with an infinite number
of infinitesimally short ads that no
one is actually broadcasting (or paying
for)! These are all issues which demand
answers based on evidence.
Left to right: Canadian TV test of sublminal
advertising (“phone now!” but no-one did),
and James Vicary, ‘discoverer’ of subliminal
advertising through tests never conducted.
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IN SEARCH OF EXCELLENCE
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In 1982 a runaway best seller popmanagement theory text, In Search
of Excellence: Lessons from America’s
best-run companies, elevated two
business consultants, Tom Peters and
Robert Waterman to “thought leader”
and “guru” status. This subsequently
led to the creation of an immensely
successful cottage “excellence” industry
offering courses, workshops and tools
of various kinds.
In their book, Peters and Waterman
claimed to have discovered eight
“themes” that explained the success
of 43 corporations. Successful firms
with these eight characteristics were
classified as “excellent”. This work
implied that if a firm developed
these same themes, it, too, would be
“excellent”.
A major issue soon appeared. Not
long after (but presumably not because
of!) publication of the book, many
of the “excellent” companies were
struggling (or had failed), while some
not-so-excellent companies excelled. It
would be reasonable to conclude that:
“excellence”, as defined by Peters and
Waterman, is really nothing more than
a descriptive categorisation, unrelated
to success, and that, accordingly,
financial performance has nothing to
do with business success!
How could this situation have
arisen? The most likely reason is
that the authors’ approach was
methodologically flawed. While
working for McKinseys in the early
80s, they obtained a list of companies
by asking colleagues “about companies
they thought were doing exceptional
stuff” (tompeters.com/2007/09/
fed-up-but-my-own-fault). They
then posed the question “what do
these companies have in common?”
The answer took the form of a list
of common (shared) characteristics.

Tom Peters and Robert
Waterman. Peters
told Fast Company in
December 2001 that
“we faked the data”,
but then withdrew the
admission.

Surely that list
would identify
the characteristics
that represented
“excellence”—
the secret
to successful
business performance? Well actually,
not necessarily. There are three sorts
of “excellence” attributes that such a
study would generate: those that have
nothing to do with success, those
that actually inhibit performance,
and those that are indeed “true”
drivers of success. Worse still, there
is no guarantee that such a list would
contain all the attributes that cause
success. It may (unluckily) miss
some—or, indeed, all of them. So, the
question remains, how do we know
which attributes are which? We don’t.
Professor Rebecca Henderson
of MIT’s Sloan School claims that
companies achieve success by simply
being lucky. (Are ‘Great’ Companies
Just Lucky? tinyurl.com/rqdwvol). She
has created a wonderful demonstration
of this (which I have unashamedly
copied in talks to Skeptics). Members
of the audience are asked to prepare by
bringing a 50c piece to the talk. After
getting them all to stand, I conduct
a series of simple trials in which
everyone tosses the coin. The heads
remain standing, the tails sit down and
do not participate further. When I get
down to about five or six participants,
I then invite the entire audience to
interview those who are still standing
to identify and discuss what they have
in common. Those attributes would
clearly the drivers of their success!
The nonsense of the experiment is
immediately apparent to everyone
(without any interviews).
What is the takeaway here? Popmanagement theory must be treated
like all other theory. To be taken

seriously, it must declare testable
propositions based on sound
underlying theory and adopt rigorous
methodologies when gathering
empirical data to test the original
declarations.
What general conclusions can we
draw from these three examples of
MPS? The management community is
probably second only to health in its
propensity to accept pseudoscientific
claims. More worryingly, the business
community has a tendency to bestow
the title of “guru” on those whose ideas
are marketed heavily, regardless of
scientific merit.

.

About the author:

John Smyrk is a former
project management
consultant, lecturer, and
researcher into business
practices.
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Do
You
Want to Know
a Secret?
Seth Lukas Hynes notes
the late Paul McCartney’s
links to what makes
for a successful
conspiracy theory.

O

ne of the most enduring
conspiracy theories in popular
culture is the Paul Is Dead urban
legend..
The legend claims that Paul
McCartney of the Beatles died in
a car crash on November 9 1966
and was replaced with a lookalike.
The remaining Beatles subsequently
incorporated clues to the death
and cover-up in their music and
album artwork, including notorious
“backmasked” (recorded backwards)
messages in their most famous songs.
The rumour gained traction
through a 1969 article by Tim Harper
for the Drake Times-Delphic student
newspaper, and to this day there is still
a small but fervent subset of Beatles
fans convinced of this conspiracy
and poring over Beatles material for
evidence.
Some of the supposed clues are
intriguing, such as the apparent

funeral symbolism in the Abbey Road
album cover and the hidden date of
death in the Sgt. Pepper’s cover, and the
people perpetuating this urban legend
are certainly creative in the meaning
they extract from innocuous art and
lyrics.
I even find one clue legitimately
creepy: if you reverse part of the song
Gratitude from the 2007 McCartney
solo album “Memory Almost Full”,
it sounds like he’s repeating ‘Who is
this now?’, followed by ‘I was Willy
Campbell’, “William Campbell” being
the name of the lookalike who took
McCartney’s place in the legend.
Despite the wealth of often
fascinating evidence, every single
clue is either a total coincidence,
people stretching to find meaning
that doesn’t exist, or a joke from the
Beatles themselves.
For that matter, my favourite
“anti-clue” in the Paul Is Dead

legend is the official cover for the US
Beatles album “Yesterday and Today”. If
you rotate the suitcase cover 90 degrees,
it really does look like McCartney is
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sitting inside a coffin. However, this
album was released in the US in June
1966, five months before McCartney’s
alleged death, so this cover is
completely invalid as a clue.
In September 2019, YouTube-based
video essayist Quinton Reviews released
a great documentary exploring the
Paul Is Dead urban legend. Drawing
parallels with more serious urban
legends such as the Moon Landing
‘hoax’, the Grassy Knoll, 9/11, and
Trutherism, Quinton observes that
proponents of these conspiracy theories
start with a conclusion and construct
downward, grasping for whatever flimsy
evidence they can find to support this
conclusion, rather than starting with a
theory and testing it with data.

THE NEED FOR PATTERNS

Educational YouTube channel
Left to right: The infamous Abbey Road
crossing outside EMI’s studios in St Johns Wood,
London, and Batman comic #222 June 1970
about the band Saul and the Oliver Twists
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Lifehacker attributes the prevalence
of conspiracy theories to an overactive
sense of pattern processing and
confirmation bias, which involves
ignoring information that contradicts
our beliefs. Our tendency to see
patterns where they don’t exist is
known as “illusory pattern processing”,
and non-existent patterns are the fuel
of the conspiracy theory engine.
Social psychologists Jan-Willem van
Prooijen, Karen Douglas and Mark
van Vugt developed the “adaptive
conspiracism hypothesis”, which asserts
that conspiracy theories are an adaptive
feature of humans as social animals.
In prehistoric times, expecting the
worst from other groups, especially
powerful groups, may be advantageous
to your survival. Van Prooijen and Van
Vugt believe that conspiracy theories
“evolved to alert ancestral humans to
the possibility that others were forming
dangerous coalitions against them and
to stimulate appropriate
actions to fend off
such threats”.
“Inculcating distrust
and vigilance would
be adaptive behaviours
if groups have been
victimised by actual
conspiracies,” Joseph
Parent and Joseph
Uscinski indicate. As

such, cultures passed on a tendency
to seek threats and form conspiracy
theories as an extension of our natural
sense of danger.
“We fall for conspiracy theories
because they seem like the safer
option,” AsapSCIENCE host Mitchell
Moffit observes. “It feels a lot better to
be prepared for an enemy attack that
might not even be there than to not be
prepared at all.”
Quinton suggests that the Paul Is
Dead urban legend became popular
because it gave Beatles fans a new way
of appreciating and engaging with
their music, especially after the band’s
shocking break-up in 1970.
But I believe prominent conspiracy
theories like Paul Is Dead attained such
longevity because the human subjects
of these conspiracies stood to benefit
from them.
In 2014, YouTube animated
educational channel Kurzgesagt
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released The Ultimate Conspiracy
Debunker, in which they offer one
simple question for dismissing most
conspiracy theories: “Just ask yourself:
does the theory affect really rich and
powerful people? Is the answer yes?
Okay – then it’s most likely not true,”
Kurzgesagt declares.
Kurzgesagt’s conspiracy debunker
addresses which groups stand to lose
humans walked on the Moon in 1969,
from a conspiracy, and if rich and
but it is cogent to suggest that NASA
powerful people – who have the most
may have faked the Moon landing to
reach and resources for orchestrating
one-up the Soviet Union while saving
conspiracies – are negatively affected
on money and effort.
by a conspiracy, then this theory is
The idea that 9/11 was
probably not true, as they would be
orchestrated by the
hurting themselves.
US Government
Kurzgesagt tests this
logical tool against
Does the conspiracy isandabhorrent
completely
three popular scenarios:
theory affect really rich unsupported, but it
pharmaceutical
makes sense that some
companies are
people? If so, then it’s
people believe that the
withholding the cure
most likely not true.
Bush Administration
for cancer; chemtrails
arranged the attacks
are being used to
as justification for the
control the population;
War on Terror, further incursions into
and the end of the world is imminent.
Iraq and feeding the military-industrial
Kurzgesagt reasons that since rich
complex.
and powerful people die of cancer
The Beatles were and are a
and breathe air like the rest of us, and
significant cultural asset for the
they wouldn’t ignore the end of the
UK, so if McCartney had died, it
world if it threatened their wealth and
seems reasonable (if dishonest and
influence, these conspiracy theories
contrived) that the band and the
probably aren’t true.
British government might cover up the
This debunker tool holds up well,
death and install a lookalike to avoid
but some of the biggest conspiracy
shocking the public.
theories, including Paul Is Dead, fail
In all three of these scenarios, people
the debunker, as these conspiracies
with power stood to gain from the
would positively affect the rich and
conspiracy. Therefore, they feel slightly
powerful.
plausible.
There is overwhelming proof that
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I made a revised version
of Kurzgesagt’s debunker: if a
conspiracy negatively affects rich and
powerful people, it’s probably not
true, and if it positively affects rich
and powerful people, it might be
true, but probably not.
Of course, simple rules like these
are narrow-minded, dismissing both
conspiracy claims and any possible
evidence, and a blunt rejection
of conspiracy claims may lead us to
dismiss the few conspiracies that are
actually real.
After all, some of the most
disturbing conspiracy theories really
did happen, including the CIA’s surreal
MK-Ultra mind-control research
program, the US Public Health Service
deliberately giving false treatment to
hundreds of African-American men
with syphilis, and the FBI’s wildly
illegal COINTELPRO program, which
targeted, discredited and harassed
“subversive” groups.
To avoid silly or harmful conspiracy
theories while keeping an open mind,
we must recognise and stamp out
our biases, follow evident patterns
instead of creating them, consider all
the available evidence and be open
to information that challenges our
assumptions.

.

About the author:
Seth Lukas Hynes is
a film critic, writer, and
cyberpunk author.

I’m Brian Dunning from Skeptoid.com
A weekly science podcast dedicated to furthering knowledge
by blasting away the widespread pseudosciences that infect
popular culture.
http://skeptoid.com
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The

Matthew Hendley
investigates the naked truth
about Raelians and their
UFO religion

T

he group congregated silently
around the doors leading into the
ballroom. All eyes looked toward the
floor. We were 12 hours into the fast
from food, talking, technology, sex and
eye contact.
Once the doors opened, a tranquil
flood of meditative music poured
from the ballroom. The Raelians and
I processed in, one by one, with six
Raelian guides on either side. Dressed
in long white clothing from head to
toe, each guide smiled, their faces lit by
candles in their palms.
It was only 8 a.m. – the first day at
the Happiness Academy.

INTELLIGENT DESIGN FOR ATHEISTS
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A few months before boarding the
nine-hour bus to the Raelians’ annual
North American seminar in Buffalo,
I came across an online posting that
read, “Intelligent Design for Atheists:
Extraterrestrials Created All Life On
Earth” – a free lecture in Jersey City,
New Jersey.
After a few visits to Jersey City to
meet with a local Raelian organiser
named Houari, he began to reveal the
philosophy behind this science-loving

UFO religion. A shorter man in his
late 30s with a stocky build and slicked
back hair, Houari greeted me with
enthusiasm.
His military green tee boasted a
bright yellow logo, the official emblem
of the Raelian Movement: the Star of
David, intertwined with the swastika.
“Don’t worry,” he said. “It has
nothing to do with Jews or Nazis.”
The star points upward and
downward, representing infinity, he
said. And the swastika? It represents
time, which is cyclic – it never ends,
it only changes. This is the logo that
Rael, the founder of the movement,
saw on the spacecraft in his first UFO
encounter in France.
Houari laid out the basics. There
is no “God,” he said — but only the
“Elohim”.
According to Raelian teaching, the
true translation of Elohim is “those who
came from the sky”. The Elohim are a
group of extraterrestrial scientists who
intelligently designed the human race.
In 1973, then 27-year-old French
sports car journalist Claude Vorhilon
had an encounter with one of these
extraterrestrial beings that changed

the trajectory of his life. “Listen to me
carefully,” said Yahweh, the alien, to
Claude, who recalled this encounter in
his book Intelligent Design.
“You will tell all human beings about
this meeting, but you will tell them the
truth about what they are, and about
what we are,” the extraterrestrial said.
Claude was given the name “Rael” and
started spreading the message.
In 1975, Rael claims to have been
taken to the planet of the Elohim,
where it was revealed to him that
Yahweh is his biological father and that
Jesus is his half-brother. Years later,
followers in Asia began to refer to him
as the Maitreya, which, in the Buddhist
faith, is the name of the promised
one who will be the successor of the
Buddha.
The Raelians have a particular
mission on earth: create an “embassy”
for the Elohim so that, when these
space scientists return, they have a
place to get to work in order to offer
guidance for the advancement of
humankind.
Decades later, at 73 years old,
Rael is still the face of one of the
most controversial, perplexing, and
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very intense and enthusiastic, and
fascinating UFO religions in the world
actually very creative.”
which claims over 90,000 members in
Palmer is the author of 12 books on
90 countries - though skeptics suspect
new religious movements, including
the real number to be closer to 20,000.
Aliens Adored: Rael’s UFO Religion.
It was a fascinating story. But a
Having spent 15 years observing
religion? To reel in a bunch of atheists,
and writing about the Raelians,
this Rael must be pretty convincing.
many consider her an expert on the
“He was different. He was very
movement.
impressive,” Houari
Though a gentle
said. “You could tell
spirit, Rael is pretty
something impacted
Followers in Asia
ruthless in kicking
him that strongly for
out dissidents and
him to say ‘this is how began to refer to Rael
demarking them,
it is and how it should as the Maitreya, the
said.
be’.”
name of the promised Palmer
“He’s kind of an
Rael, the tanone, the successor of
interesting paradox, it’s
skinned, white robekind of hard to figure
wearing messenger
the Buddha.
him out,” she said.
speaks slowly and
Houari passed
intentionally, never
along the contact of his guide, Kasyo
lacking in charisma or authority. He
Perrier, a level four Raelian. The scale,
knows how to work a crowd.
based on each member’s leadership and
“Rael fits the perfect modernorganisational involvement, goes up
day criteria of how you would act if
someone would say, ‘I need you to relay to six – with level five Raelians serving
this message to humanity, go ahead and as bishops. Rael, the messenger of the
Elohim, sits alone at level six.
do it,’” Houari said.
Susan J. Palmer, a religion sociologist
and associate professor at Concordia
THE HAPPINESS ACADEMY
University in Quebec, paints a
The Raelians are all over the internet.
conflicting picture of Rael, however.
There is ample information about their
“He’s not a very well educated
free love philosophy, the sensationalised
person and he doesn’t write very well
press coverage of their meetings and
either,” Palmer said of Rael. “But he
their human cloning organisation,
certainly has leadership qualities. He’s
Clonaid. In 2002, Raelians claimed
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they had cloned the first human baby,
“Eve”, causing an international media
stir.
There was much to ask Kasyo, the
Raelian guide from France working as a
massage therapist in Boston.
“What would you say to someone
who is, maybe, let’s say, concerned
about some of the Raelian beliefs or
practices?” I awkwardly asked Kasyo.
“What, about the sex cult?” she
asked.
I shrugged, blushing with a nervous
laugh.
“We’re here to be happy. We try
to save humanity if it can be saved,
in a way that is bringing love and
peace,” she said. “The sex cult is one
of the images, because we’re all about
freedom. The journalists are focused on
one thing: ‘oh freedom, so they have
orgies.’
“If you come to Happiness Academy
you’ll see for yourself,” she said. “It’s
not like that at all.”
Nine hours later, I was in Buffalo for
the 2019 North American Happiness
Academy.
The Millennium Buffalo Hotel
was warm and welcoming on a rainy
Sunday night in upstate New York.
Below: Artist’s model of Raelian embassy with
its creator, Rael Claude in early days.
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There were people moving quickly
inside the hotel.
“Is this the way to Happiness
Academy?”
“Oui, oui, come,” they said, leading
into a room with more old people and
more French-Canadian accents.
Kasyo was the first to greet me inside
with a big hug and guided me to the
registration table.
She presented me to those in the
room: “We have a spy among us!” she
said.
After an impromptu dance party to
“Celebrate” by Kool and the Gang, the
Raelians settled in for the first teaching
from Rael. He would not be joining the
seminar in person. His teachings would
be played on a projector screen.
About 100 Raelians attended the
seminar from Florida, Utah, Minnesota,
and a few foreign countries. Most,
however, were Canadian.
“What should I expect this week?” I
asked.
“Love and happiness,” one Raelian
replied.
After the opening ceremonies, the
Raelians departed to their rooms,
starting a 24-hour fast. I sneaked across
the street to the local Mighty Taco. I
hadn’t eaten all day – it would have to
be a 23-hour fast for me.

MORNING: NUDE DANCING
AND MEDITATION
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The entrance into the ballroom with the
Raelian guides was a splash of cold water
in the face.
The group sat relaxed in their seats in
the low-lit ballroom, being eased into
calm by the trance-like melody that
filtering out of the speakers. And then,
out of the corner of the room came
Jasmin, the South Korean guide. She
was nude … except for a skin-coloured
undergarment and a translucent, netted
fabric that she draped over her body.
She performed an interpretive dance
as the crowd watched in silence.

The annual Go Topless protest
was initiated by the Rael
movement in 2007.

Later on, I asked
Palmer if this was just
your run-of-the-mill
morning with the
Raelians.
“Really?” she said, after
hearing about the nude
dancing scenario. “No,
I’ve never seen anything like that. But I
believe it.”
Jasmin later admitted that the
routine was an unusual undertaking for
her.
“That is the first time I’ve done
anything like that,” she said. “I was very
nervous.”
Though the group seems to lack the
qualifications of a “sex cult”, nudity is
nothing new in the Raelian movement.
Rael even initiated the annual “Go
Topless” protest, a street demonstration
that takes place in several cities across
the country on or around August 26,
Women’s Equality Day. Kasyo Perrier,
the guide from Boston, is the organiser
and leader of New York City’s Go
Topless parade.
“As long as men can go topless,” Rael
said, “Women should have the same
constitutional right or men should also
be forced to wear something that hides
their chests.”
The next activity was a series of
sound meditations led by Thomas
Kaenzig, a Raelian bishop from
Switzerland with a ponytail and pointy
sideburns, resembling a character from
Star Trek. He’s the National Guide
for the US Raelian Movement. The
meditations are quite peaceful – sit
with posture, relax, and feel the sound
vibrations running through the body.
“Through these sounds we can
basically masturbate the brain,” Thomas
explained, “and it releases many, many
chemicals and we feel really wonderful.”
The Raelians sure have a peculiar way
of explaining things.
By drinking lots of water, Raelian
bishop Nicole Bertrand explained, we

would be able to “pee out our hatred”,
leaving room for only “love and peace.”
Thomas then beckoned all
Happiness Academy first-timers to
introduce themselves in front of
the entire seminar, during which I
explained that I was a journalist writing
for Religion Unplugged and that I was
“very happy to be here”.
There was one other non-Raelian
at the Happiness Academy: Esteban
Gonzales, a laid-back and cautious
individual who introduced himself as
a 24-year-old chemical engineer from
New Jersey.
Esteban didn’t seem that into it - he
wasn’t participating in the walking
meditations, which had the Raelians
slowly swaying side to side while
whispering, “I am love, I am peace.”
“So what do you think about
all this?” I whispered to Esteban,
approaching him as he sat towards the
back row of the audience.
“It’s pretty different,” he said.
It would be interesting to hear how
he ended up here, but it was time to
hear the messages again from a virtual
Rael. I signalled to Esteban that we
would chat later.
Rael’s teachings were from this
past year’s Asia Happiness Academy
in Okinawa, Japan. If the particular
teachings could be summed up in a
single word, it would be “Illusion!”.
The “Maitreya” explained how
everything is an illusion: religion,
nationality, colour, gender - all an
illusion. Even democracy is an illusion,
because it “changes nothing”.
“Education is also an illusion,” Rael
said.
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He spouted some questionable
statistics. According to Rael, 80 percent
of billionaires never went to university,
and 80 percent of homeless people
hold a university degree. But wellknown studies did not seem to line
up with Rael’s findings: 84 percent of
billionaires held a university degree,
according to a Forbes’ 2017 study.

EVENING: BREAKING THE FAST

After a long afternoon of individual
silence and contemplation, the Raelians
gathered back at the same door leading
into the ballroom. This time, everyone
was dolled up and ready to party. But
the fast wasn’t quite complete.
When the doors to the ballroom
opened, Kasyo took me by the hand
to a table where I sat among eight
Raelians. Each plate had an apple, and
Thomas led the seminar in one final
meditation before the meal.
“This is a very privileged moment,”
he said, in his gentle Swiss cadence,
“especially with the constant
stimulation, to be able to be cut off for
24 hours.”
We were set to break our fast
together, but not so fast – “one sense at
a time,” he said.
“Take the apple on your plate,”
Thomas said, “Don’t eat it right now,
but just look at it first. Close your eyes
and bring the apple close to your nose.
Don’t bite, just smell. As if it will be
the first time you’ve smelled an apple.”
The apple did smell quite delicious
– an intense, green-apple Jolly Rancher
aroma. You know, like an apple.
“We’ll connect the next sense of
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“I am going to try for, maybe three
taste. Very slowly, bring the apple
days or so. I need it,” she said.
to your mouth,” he said. “But you
I was impressed.
don’t bite the apple, you just use your
tongue, and you lick the apple very
softly. Feel the pattern of this apple.
REASONS FOR BECOMING RAELIAN
And as you lick this apple, you can feel
The Raelians were very candid in their
the saliva coming. Take your time, like
conversations over dinner. Several of
when you make love – make it slowly.
the Raelians explained how they found
Enjoy every moment.”
the movement, many of them revealing
Thomas beckoned us to keep our
that they were once Roman Catholic.
eyes closed, and perhaps for good
Jasmin, the South Korean guide, said
reason -- watching people make out
that she had abandoned Catholicism
with an apple is not something you
due to the Church’s teachings on
forget.
sexuality.
“Now, very slowly, you can take that
In Aliens Adored, Palmer discovered
first bite into this apple,” he said.
that many guides she interviewed
The crunch of
said that they were
apples broke the
initially “attracted
silence of the room.
Rael’s philosophy
Women of the Order to
“You’re not going
because it bridged
of Rael’s Angels would
to swallow,” he said.
the gap between
“Don’t swallow
the Catholic
receive alien visitors as
it now, let it float
otherworldly faith
around. Enjoy it as if hostesses and lovers.
they knew as children
it was your first time
and the pragmatic,
eating an apple. Then
scientific worldview
you chew it very slowly and the juice
they espoused as adults”.
comes out. And you enjoy it.”
In 1998, Rael, at the request of the
Once the fast was broken, the
Elohim, created the Order of Rael’s
Raelians began to reconnect with each
Angels – an order exclusively for
other. We held hands with each other,
women that prepared them to “receive
rubbing our fingers along the hands
the extraterrestrials when they landed,
of those next to us, reinvigorating our
to act as hostesses, companions, and
sense of touch. Finally, it was time to
lovers to the alien visitors”.
eat.
Palmer observed that this order
Vegan stir fry, hummus, and a tray
seemed to attract many young exof veggies were on the menu tonight at
Catholic women. The Order of Rael’s
Le Restaurant de Rael. Kasyo, who was
Angels “struck a familiar chord,
sitting next to me, was not eating.
evoking childhood memories of nuns
“I’m continuing the fast,” she said.
and the romance and mystery of the
“How long will you go?”
cloister,” Palmer wrote.
One of Palmer’s subjects explained:
“When I was young, I was raised as
South Korean Raelians
a Catholic and would have given my
learning their lines for
life for Jesus. When I heard about the
a visit to Earth, and the
Elohim, I made the decision to follow
swastika/Star of David
them and give my life for them, if
symbol of the movement.
necessary.”
So, what then, attracted Esteban,
the 24-year-old chemical engineer
who never had much of a religious
background?
“This stuff just seems, you know –
it just hit home,” Esteban said, after
spending the rest of the week at the
Happiness Academy. “The more I read
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Happy Rael alien in Tokyo on
April 1 2017.

Continued...

into it, to me it’s right up my alley,
being in the field of science and all.
“I don’t know how you felt as a
journalist, maybe not without that
exposure to the field. What they say
just makes sense.” he said.
I discovered that both Esteban and
I were introduced to the movement
through our Raelian friend, Houari, in
Jersey City.
“I don’t know why this one event
stood out to me,” Esteban said. “I
wanted to meet up with different
people who had different ideas. I had
these thoughts in my head, but I never
found a group of people that, you
know, had the same thoughts – until
now.”
Though he isn’t quite sure about
officially joining the movement, he was
impressed with Rael.
“He’s a genuine person speaking
from his own experience,” Esteban said.
“What he says most of the time is very
relatable, and I think a lot of people
unfortunately get caught up in this
reality that we are born into … people
don’t really question much else.”

PARTING WAYS WITH THE RAELIANS
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People began withdrawing for the
night, though a few Raelians were still
pounding on bongos in the ballroom.
Thomas and I stepped into the hallway
for an interview. He’s been a Raelian
for 25 years now, but was raised in
a Swiss home to an atheist father
and Protestant mother. While still
in Switzerland, he encountered the
messages.
“I read the first two books in one
night,” Thomas said. “There was no
convincing. It just made sense. You see,
we discover we’re Raelians, we don’t
become – we’ve always been.”
Thomas said that Rael “speaks like
only a prophet can speak,” and his
unfiltered, often politically incorrect
nature is what the world needs more of.
“Everyone is always afraid of

offending somebody, but
we should be able to laugh
at everything,” he said.
“We need people who are
offensive.”
While many view Go
Topless and Swastika
Rehabilitation Day or even
protesting the national
anthem as offensive,
Thomas believes these
and other Raelian actions
are necessary to awaken
humanity.
I asked to talk briefly
about the cloned Baby Eve.
Thomas smiled, proceeding
forth with a nod as he
collected his thoughts.
“In the beginning, after
Dolly the Sheep, it was a
philosophical project,” he
human cloning is a “crime against
said. “There were no cloning
the human species” in France, where
operations. But then came a lot of big
Boisselier is from, punishable by up
press coverage. In 1999, Dr Brigitte
to 30 years in prison, and applies to
Boisselier, a Raelian, came to Rael and
French citizens worldwide regardless of
said ‘I want to make this more than a
where the cloning is performed.
philosophical idea.’”
According to Thomas, it’s only a
Rael gave her the go-ahead, Thomas
matter of time before we meet Eve.
explained, but ensured that it’s not a
“Once there’s no longer
Raelian company.
a legal threat for people
“The Raelian
The Raelian
involved with it, once
movement is
supportive of the
Movement can often we can have a rational
discussion about it, it’s just
cloning technology,
be “even stranger than a matter of time,” he said.
because it is the
It was time for me to
first step toward
science fiction”.
head back to New York
eternal life – not the
City.
mystical eternal life,
“Leaving so soon?” asked Daniel
but the scientific eternal life,” he said.
Turcotte, a tall, dominatingly tender
As far as cloning operations go,
French Canadian, as he gave a friendly
however, Rael was never a part of it.
shoulder massage. Daniel is the North
“Don’t ask the Raelians,” he said.
American Continental Guide and
So does Thomas believe that the
Rael’s assistant for the Elohim Embassy
company actually cloned the first
Project.
human?
“You’ll miss all the good parts,” he
“Yes,” he said. “I trust Brigitte more
said with a smile and a wink.
than I trust anybody in the media.
People say ‘Why doesn’t she give more
proof and information?’ Well, look at
THE FUTURE OF THE MOVEMENT
the legal consequences for her.”
The next move for the Raelians is not
Reproductive and therapeutic
always clear cut.
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“The thing is, I’ve found from
experience that you can’t predict what
happens with new religions,” Palmer
said. “Every time I predict, I’m almost
always wrong. You never what’s going
to happen.”
Rael himself has predicted that the
Elohim will return in the near future,
as early as 2035.
“If they don’t come, there might
be a problem,” Palmer said. “They’ll
have to revise their apocalyptic
scenario.”
If Rael dies, she said, there may be
a struggle over leadership.
“It will be an unusual funeral,”
she said. “But I did have a talk with
Rael once where he said that he is
immortal.”

To the Raelians, though, a human
death does not necessarily mean that
Rael is mortal, Palmer said.
“His body could die here and he
is immortal with his other body on
another planet,” she said.
If truth is often stranger than fiction,
then UFO religions like the Raelian
Movement can often be “even stranger
than science fiction”, Palmer said in
her book on the Raelians.
In the meantime, the Raelian
Movement will continue their plans to
construct an embassy for the Elohim,
which will be a physical building “on
an extraterritorial plot of land just like
other countries have embassies in host
countries,” Thomas explained.
“We are in contact with various

March 20

countries in that regard,” he said.
“The embassy is a sign, showing that
humanity is ready to welcome our
creators, so the return of the Elohim is
in humanity’s hands.”

.

Note: Reprinted with permission of
Religion Unplugged, religionunplugged.
com

About the author:

Matthew Hendley is
a broadcast journalism
major at the University
of Mississippi in Oxford,
Mississippi

R aelians in A ustralia

A

ccording to the study “New
Religious Associations in
Australia” by Rowan Ireland
(1998), there have been members
of the Raelian Movement in
Australia since 1992, almost
20 years after the movement’s
foundation in France in 1973.
With supposed tens of thousands
of members around the world, the
Australian movement is small – the
Daily Telegraph estimated in 2006
that there were as few as 200. A
Raelian spokesperson, Roy Tyrell,
told the Sydney Morning Herald in
2014 that there were “about
400” followers, though he
downgraded that to 200
when talking with SBS in
2017.
One of the reasons
that this information is
vague and dated is that
there is little recent official
information on the group.
The Australian sub-site
(australia.raelians.org) linked
from the main Rael site (rael.
org) is largely empty – no

events, no contacts, no connections, not
even any shop items.
Likewise local media coverage is rare,
though three items this century give some
indication of the nature of the movement
in this part of the world:
• “It’s the Rael thing”, February 1, 2003,
Sydney Morning Herald, unknown
author - tinyurl.com/trn6kv6
• “Raelians and other UFO cults stand
firm on their ‘out-there’ ideas”, July
10, 2014, Sydney Morning Herald,
by Andrew Masterson - tinyurl.com/
rncsbre
• “How a Brisbane artist became a priest

for a UFO pleasure cult”, January 19,
2018, vice.com, by Julian Morgans tinyurl.com/qq2s9ul
The Australia movement’s Facebook
page has minimal information on
Australia, rather sharing information from
elsewhere. But what it does include is
an event listing for the International Day
of Happiness to be held on March 20.
This is a day recognised by the UN and
coordinated by a non-profit organisation
called Action for Happiness. While the
day is supported by the Raelians, the
Rael movement is not listed as one of the
80 partner organisations of Action for
Happiness. In March, Australian
Raelians will be celebrating in
Sydney, from 14.30 - 16.30.
There are also a couple of
private Facebook groups AustRAELIAN Sydney Raelians
and the Australian Raelian
Movement (this latter claims
237 members).

.

Luke Roberts a Raelian priest /artist
standing under his sculpture in
Brisbane.
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On The

Other
Hand

Many popular anecdotes tell how
and why some people are left-handed, and
myths abound. Brian Dunning believes the
truth is even more interesting.

P
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retty much any Internet page
discussing facts and fiction
about left-handedness contains lots of
interesting little anecdotes, such as the
history of how left-handed people have
been treated or forced to convert, and
how the word “sinister” comes from the
Latin for left. But a deeper study reveals
that there’s much more to this unusual
trait, and plenty that we still haven’t
been able to fully explain.
About 8-10 percent of people
are left-handed. That’s a moderately
interesting little factoid, but beneath
it is a glorious patchwork of data and
research, showing the variations of that
number through history and across the
continents and various demographics,
and changes in our understanding of
what it means. Why are 8-10 percent of
people left-handed? How did they get
that way? Does it really mean anything?
Has this 8-10 percent always been a
part of the human story?
One interesting way of assessing
handedness from prehistoric times is
to look at negative hand paintings in
Palaeolithic caves. Those from western
Europe range from 10,000 to 35,000
years ago. [The oldest are said to be

in Borneo, dated at 40,000 to 52,000
years old. – Ed.] The artist would hold
a reed or straw in one hand, and blow
paint at the other hand pressed up
against the wall. Among 507 such hand
paintings, 79 out of 343 (just about
one quarter) are unambiguously of the
left hand. This would seem to suggest
that about three times as many people
were left-handed then than today, but it
turns out this is not the case. Research
in France in 2002 gave this same task to
college students, and found exactly the
same distribution. Those same students,
when asked to throw a ball, were 9
percent left-handed; and when asked
to write, were 8 percent left-handed.
Almost all who held the blowing tube
in their right hand to paint a negative
image of their left were normally righthanded, but among those who held
it in their left hand, only a third were
normally left-handed. This is exactly the
same distribution observed among the
Palaeolithic artists.
Records go back even farther, as
much as 400,000 years, when Homo
neanderthalensis held meat in his teeth,
pulled it tight with his left hand, and
gripped a sharpened tool in his right

Aboriginal rock hand paintings from the northern
tablelands of NSW.

hand to cut it off. Sometimes he slipped,
and left marks on his front teeth that
showed the direction of his cut.
The 8 percent number is not at all
consistent worldwide. In what some
researchers have termed “formal”
countries, where handedness is strictly
enforced in schools, we find very few
left-handers: 3.5 percent in China,
2.5 percent in Mexico, 0.7 percent
in Japan. In “informal” countries
where little such redirection is given
we find the highest numbers: up to a
high of 12.8 percent in Canada. This
redirected handedness is called learned
handedness, but the more significant
factors that we’ll discuss include natural
handedness (genetic or inherited), and
pathological handedness, in which some
type of brain injury or other condition
produces the left-handedness.
Another reason that 8 percent is not
always the result obtained in studies
(a lot of times you’ll hear the rounder
number of 10 percent) is that there’s a
marked difference among both genders
and age groups. Universally, males tend

d
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to be left-handed slightly more often
than females; but what’s really intriguing
is that left-handers are found less often
in older age groups. About 15 percent
of 10-year-old children are left-handed,
and this percentage steadily declines as
people grow older. By the age of 90,
there are virtually no left-handers left
in the population. Women tend to live
longer than men anyway; but when
you add handedness, the difference
becomes truly startling. According to
a famous article published in 1991 in
Psychological Bulletin, right-handed
women have a life expectancy of around
77, but left-handed men only live to
about 62. Conversely, left-handed
women and right-handed men have
nearly identical life expectancies, of right
around 72. Overall, right-handers live
nine years longer than left-handers!
Why? Theories abound, but proof
has been hard to come by. A popular
suggestion has been that a lot of lefthanders gradually switch over and
become right-handed, due to the
daily need to deal with the prevalence
of right-handed tools, controls, and
implements of all types; or possibly due
to pressure from parents or teachers
to switch for reasons such as ease of
writing from left-to-right. However
statistical analysis of the data shows that
if change of handedness has any effect at
all, it’s very small. It turns out that the
observation is indeed best explained by
reduced longevity among left-handers.
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work, home, tools, and driving), left(the lack of oxygen to the brain) may
handers are from 1.2 to 1.8 times as
well be one of the culprits. It’s also been
likely as right-handers to suffer fatal
shown that mothers who smoke during
accidents.
pregnancy, which causes hypoxia to the
Certain health problems are also
foetus, are more likely to produce leftcorrelated with left-handedness, which
handed offspring.
probably also contributes to increased
Another very interesting observation
mortality. A 1988 survey
is that certain immune
found that in 30 of 33
deficiencies are more
publications, infants who
prevalent among leftThe percentage
had undergone birth stress
handers. In some of
declines so that by
were significantly more
these cases, elevated
likely to be left-handed.
the age of 90, there testosterone levels in
Lower Apgar scores - a
the foetus is known
measure of a baby’s overall are virtually no
to be the cause. The
condition at birth - have left-handers left.
salient point about
been clearly associated
testosterone is that it’s
with left-handedness. A
always found in higher
1987 study found that more than a
levels among male foetuses, so elevated
third of 4-year-olds who had been born
levels are more dangerous for males
prematurely were left-handed. Another
than for females. Recall that more
found that more than half of children
males than females are left-handed.
born with extremely low birth weights
Elevated testosterone appears to slow
- a full 54 percent - were left-handed.
the development of neurons in the left
In total, left-handers are twice as likely
hemisphere of the brain, causing the
as right-handers to have had a stressful
right hemisphere to develop better,
birth. Such births often result in longresulting in dominance of the left side
term neurological damage. Hypoxia
of the body.
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DEATH AND DISEASE

The cause of this left-handed mortality
is very difficult to find, since virtually
no records exist. Death certificates don’t
include handedness, so there’s really no
data to analyse. We have theories, like
accidents caused by left-handed living
in a right-handed world. We do have
observational data that supports the
accident theory: in all five categories of
life-threatening accident types (sports,

Famous left handed people Alexander The Great, Julius Caesar, Joan of Arc,
Leonardo Da Vinci, Bonaparte, Geller, Hendrix,
Chaplin, Einstein and Monroe just to name a few.
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But this is not at all to say that
all left-handers are born with some
physical deficiency. No evidence has
ever been found showing that all lefthanders have anything in common.
Heritability is a major factor: lefthanded children are more likely to have
left-handed parents. A lot of research
has been published showing possible
genetic markers, but so far there is
certainly nothing as specific as a “lefthandedness gene”.
Moreover, it’s certain that no genetic

Continued...

So the prevailing theory for why lefthanders die out of the population is
that a combination of factors put them
at higher risk of impaired longevity:
accidents, neuropathology, immune
deficiencies, and other causes.

marker will ever be found that indicates
left-handedness in every case. One of
the reasons we know this for a certainty
is something we’ve learned from twin
studies, which are a great way to see
genetic traits.
If there were a genetic cause for
handedness, we would expect identical
twins, who are genetic copies of each
other, to have concordant handedness,
meaning that both are the same,
either left-handed or right-handed.
We would expect fraternal twins, who

L inguistic D iscrimination

T
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he left side is often associated with
awkwardness and clumsiness, as
reflected in the name for left and right
across a range of languages.
• The word “left” itself derives from the
Anglo-Saxon word “lyft” meaning
“weak”.
• “To have two left feet” refers to
clumsiness in sport or dancing.
• A “left-handed compliment” is
considered one that is unflattering or
dismissive in meaning.
• The Latin adjective “sinister”
(“sinistral”/”sinistrum”) originally
meant “left” but took on meanings
of “evil” or “unlucky” by the Classical
Latin era, and this double meaning
survives in European derivatives
of Latin, and in the English word
“sinister”.
• The right hand has historically
been associated with skill: the Latin
word for right-handed is “dexter”,
as in “dexterity”. Even the word
“ambidexterity” reflects the bias. Its
intended meaning is “skillful on both
sides”, or literally “right-handed on
both sides”.
• In French, “droit(e)” means both
“right” and “straight” while gauche
means “left”. This leads to the
English words “adroit” for skilful, and
“gauche” and “maladroit” for clumsy.
• In German, “recht” means “right” in
both the adjectival sense (correct)
and the nominal (legal entitlement).
The word for “left” is “links”, and
is closely related to both “link”

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

(underhand, questionable), and
“linkisch” (clumsy).
The Welsh phrase “tu chwith allan” and
the Polish expression “na lewą stronę”
(left side out) refers to an object being
inside-out.
In Russian and Polish, the use of the
term “nalyevo” (“na lewo” in Polish)
means “on the left”, but can also
connote taking bribes or “sneaky”
behaviour.
“Balszerencse” (lit. “left luck”) is
Hungarian for “bad luck”.
In Sanskrit, the word “waama” stands for
both “left” and “wicked.”
In most Slavic languages the root
“prav” (right) is used in words carrying
meanings of correctness or justice. In
colloquial Russian the word “levyĭ” for
“left” means unofficial, counterfeit,
strange. In Polish, the word “prawo”
means “right” as well as “law”,”prawy”
means “lawful”; the word “lewy” means
“left” (opposite of right), and colloquially
“illegal”. The Czech slang term “levárna”
(roughly “left business”) denotes a
suspicious, shady scheme or trickery.
In Vietnamese, “phai”, the word for
“right”, also means “correct” or “must”.
The word for “left” is “trái”, which also
means “wrong”, “opposite”.
The Dutch words for “left” (“links”,
“linker”) means “cunning”, “shifty” or
“risky”. A “linkerd” is a “crafty devil”. To
look at someone over the left shoulder
(“iemand over de linkerschouder
aanzien”) is to regard him or her as
insignificant.

• In Irish, “deas” means “right side”
and “nice”. “Ciotóg” is the left hand
and is related to “ciotach” meaning
“awkward”; “ciotógach” is the term
for left-handed. In Welsh, the word
“chwith” means “left”, but can also
mean “strange”, “awkward”, or
“wrong”. The Scots term for lefthandedness is “corrie fistit” - the term
can be used to convey clumsiness.
• In Finnish, the word “oikea” means
both “okay, correct”,  and “right” (the
opposite of left).
• In Swedish, “att göra något med
vänsterhanden” (literally “to do
something with your left hand”)
means “to do something badly”.
The term “vänsterprassel” means
“infidelity”, “adultery” and “cheating”.
• In Hungarian, the word for right is
“job”, which also means “better”.
The word for left is “bal”, which also
means “bad”.
• In Estonian, the word “pahem” stands
for both “left” and “worse” and the
word “parem” stands for both “right”
and “better”.
• In Turkish, the word for right is “sağ”,
which means “alive”. The word for
left is “sol”, which means “discolour”,
“die”, “ill”.
• In Chinese culture, the adjective
“left” (Mandarin “zu”) sometimes
means “improper” or “out of accord”.
For instance, the phrase “left path”
(“zudào”) stands for unorthodox or
immoral means.
Source: Wikipedia
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are genetically as different from one
another as any other siblings, to have
the same distribution of handedness as
the general population. But, strangely,
this is not what we see at all.
It turns out that handedness among
identical twins, fraternal twins, and
the distribution among the general
population are all equal. Identical twins
are discordant, meaning one is lefthanded and the other is right-handed,
just as often as are fraternal twins, and
as often as all siblings. This strongly
suggests that genetics are not the
overwhelming driver of handedness.
There’s no definitive answer as to
how identical twins could end up
discordant, but one leading theory
is that is has to do with physical
positioning within the womb. Twin
foetuses usually face each other, and
we’ve often observed their limbs
adopt mirror-image positions. This
behaviour may require no more
exotic an explanation than a simple
economy of physical space available
in the womb. Handedness is often
predicted by which hand is most often
held closest to the foetus’ mouth, and
this may indeed be the totality of the
explanation for why identical twins are
so frequently discordant.

APTITUDE TEST

The question everyone wants to know
about handedness is what special
aptitudes left-handers have. Are they
more creative? Are they more likely
to be successful? The most surprising
thing to me that I found in my own
literature survey is that there seems to
be weak evidence for just about any
aptitude you can think of, except the
most commonly believed ones. It seems
clear that there is no good evidence
that left-handers are especially creative
or that they’re less talented at analytical
functions, both of which would seem
to indicate right brain dominance.
But tasks are distributed over both
halves of the brain, and even though
a left-hander may rely on his right
brain to control his left hand, aptitudes
and mental tasks appear not to rely so
much on that same type of hemisphere
dominance.

Instead, much published research
has examined just about every other
aptitude. College educated left-handers
seem to earn more money. They are
more likely to be homosexual or to
have gender identity issues. They tend
to be better at geometry and spatial
analysis. They are able to think outside
the box better. The list goes on and
on and on, but I found that nearly
all such conclusions were based on a
small number of small studies, many
of which were contradicted by results
published by others. So my conclusion,
based on my own survey, is that there
are not really any widely accepted
aptitudes possessed by left-handers.
(I welcome any corrections to this
finding.)
Sports and combat are a different
matter. Most athletes and soldiers
through history have been accustomed
to going up against right-handed
opponents, and a left-hander may
bring his sword in or hit a ball from an
unexpected angle. Today’s top athletes
do indeed have a larger distribution
of left-handedness, especially in sports
like baseball. But the statistics are clear
that this is not due to any special talent
above that of right-handers, but merely
due to right-handers’ greater physical
difficulty in dealing with left-handed
opponents.
So everybody hug a left-hander
today. They don’t have any special
superpowers, but they are indeed at
risk. It’s the overriding issue of early
mortality that is the focus of most of
today’s research, and rightfully so. And
if you’re in manufacturing, consider
the importance of left-handed tools
and controls, they’re not just for
convenience.

.

Note: Reprinted with permission from
Skeptoid #310, May 15, 2012.
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Famous lefties
Albert Einstein
Aristotle
Alexander The Great
Bart Simpson
Benjamin Britten
Bill Bryson
Brad Pitt
Charlie Chaplin
Chewbacca the Wookie
David Bowie
Germaine Greer
Harpo Marx
Helen Keller
Henri de Toulouse Lautrec
Henry Ford
Jean-Paul Gaultier
Jimi Hendrix
Joan of Arc
John McEnroe
Judy Garland
Julius Caesar
Keanu Reeves
Leonardo Da Vinci
Lewis Carroll
Marie Curie
Marilyn Monroe
Martina Navratilova
Michelangelo Buonaroti
Napoleon Bonaparte
Neil Armstrong
Nicole Kidman
Paul Klee
Pele
Peter Paul Rubens
President George Bush
Prince William
Rafael Nadal
Robert De Niro
Sir Paul McCartney
Sylvester Stallone
Tom Cruise
Uri Geller
Winston Churchill
Tim Mendham
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A Short

History
of Psi
Research
Robert Carroll looks at the early days of psi research by
scientists who should have known better
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he concrete evidence for most of
the ‘psychic’ phenomena under
discussion is good enough to hang a
man 20 times over.” -William James
“Many brilliant men have
investigated the paranormal but they
have yet to find a single person who can,
without trickery, send or receive even a
three-letter word under test conditions.”
-Milbourne Christopher
Interest in the scientific study of
psychical phenomena—as they were
called in the 19th century—began
with a movement known as spiritism
or spiritualism in upstate New York
in 1848 with the Fox Sisters: Kate,
Margaretta, and Leah. Kate (age 12) and
Margaretta (15) claimed to hear strange
rapping noises in their bedroom. They
convinced a few folks that they were
getting messages from spirits. Soon they
hit the road, managed by big sister Leah,
who was in her mid-30s. They went on

tour performing séances, which became
the rage in both the U.S. and Europe.
Several eminent scientists, including
biologist Alfred Russel Wallace (18231913 - pictured right) and chemist Sir
William Crookes (1832-1919), became
interested in spirit communication.
Both claimed that they had scientific
demonstrations for the existence of
psychic phenomena such as spirits
tilting tables. In 1871, Crookes
attended a Fox-girls séance in London
and reported: “I have tested [the raps]
in every way that I could devise, until
there has been no escape from the
conviction that they were true objective
occurrences not produced by trickery
or mechanical means” (Crookes 1874).
In 1888, the sisters confessed that they
had produced the raps by cracking
their toe-joints and that they made
bumping noises by fastening an apple
to a string under their petticoats and

surreptitiously bouncing it off the floor.
They tried to recant but it was too late.
The cat was out of the bag. This would
not be the last time an eminent scientist
was tricked by a subject of psychical
research.
Crookes became interested in
spiritualism after the death of his brother.
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Left to right:
Sir William Crookes
with ‘the spirit’,
Katie King.
Inset, the medium
Florence Cook,
who bears
an amazing
resemblance to
the spirit.
Margaretta and
Catharine Fox with
Mrs Fish.

He validated the levitation of Daniel
“Dunglas” Home and the mediumship
of Florence Cook, who was later proven
to be a fraud and to have had an affair
with Crookes. Cook and Crookes “had
used the séances as a cover for their
meetings” (Williams 2000: 66).
In 1853, physicist Michael
Faraday (1791-1867) did his own
experiments on table tilting and
concluded that the phenomenon was
due to “self-deception resulting from
unconscious motor movements guided
by expectation” (ideomotor action)
(Hyman 1989: 85). The American
chemist Robert Hare (1781-1858) at
first agreed with Faraday but then did
his own investigation. He developed an
apparatus he called the Spiritoscope,
designed to detect mediumistic fraud.
In the process of testing his machine, he
became a spiritualist convert.
Faraday hadn’t proven that all table
tilting was due to ideomotor action.
Some might still be due to spirits. And,
of course, there could be dozens of
ways a conjurer might produce table
movements or the illusion of table
movements. Faraday’s experiments
might persuade those skeptical of
spiritualism that the best explanation
for the event was a physical and
psychological one. But those who had
experienced a powerful emotional
upheaval at a séance would still
maintain that something supernatural
was occurring.

SCIENTIFIC TESTING

That emotional experience ignited
an interest in testing psychic

phenomena in several eminent
have Sidgwick eating those words.
scientists, including Wallace, Hare,
Barrett led SPR’s first study (1882and Crookes. Unfortunately, such
1888). It involved a clergyman’s four
an emotional investment easily fuels
teenage daughters and a servant girl
a pro-psychic bias that makes it
who claimed they could communicate
difficult to do adequately controlled
telepathically. Barrett introduced a
experiments on psychic phenomena.
method for testing telepathy that
It has been a common error made by
was popular for more than a century,
eminent scientists in the history of
though it is rarely used anymore by
parapsychology to believe that being
scientific investigators: card guessing.
intelligent, knowing how to conduct
He did a number of guessing
a scientific experiment, and being
experiments (of cards or names of
diligent against deception, cheating, or
persons or household objects) with
self-deception would be sufficient to
the girls and came away declaring that
guarantee a fair test of psychic powers.
the odds of their being able to guess
This became apparent during two of
correctly in one experiment “were over
the first scientific experiments designed
a million to one.” The odds of their
and supervised by several eminent men
guessing correctly five cards in row
for the first society formed specifically
were “over 142 million to one” and
to study psychic phenomena.
guessing correctly eight consecutive
In 1882, Sir William Fletcher
names in a row were “incalculably
Barrett, a professor of physics at the
greater” (Christopher 1970: 10). More
Royal College of Science
men of integrity
in Dublin, and a few
with high degrees
An emotional
friends, including the
were brought in to
Cambridge philosopher
witness the telepathic
investment easily
Henry Sidgwick, formed
powers of the Creery
fuels a pro-psychic
the still-existing Society
girls and Jane Dean,
for Psychical Research
their servant. All
bias that makes
(SPR). The goal of the
the scientists agreed
testing difficult .
society, in part, according
that there was no
to Sidgwick was to “drive
trickery involved.
the objector into the position of being
How did they know? They had looked
forced either to admit the phenomena
very carefully for signs of it and couldn’t
as inexplicable, at least by him, or
find any!
to accuse the investigators either of
A skeptic might ask: What are the
lying or cheating or of a blindness or
odds that children can fool some very
forgetfulness incompatible with any
intelligent scientists for six years? The
intellectual condition except absolute
answer is: the odds are very good.
idiocy”.
Almost immediately the scientists were
SPR’s first scientific study would
criticised for being taken in by tricks
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Henry Slade and his slate. He was put on trial at
Bow Street Magistrate’s Court, London, in 1878
(picture from the Illustrated London News).

Continued...

amateurs could perform. It took six
years for these rather intelligent men
of the SPR to catch the girls cheating
- using a verbal code - and discover
their trickery.
But that’s not all. While one
group of scientists was validating the
Creery group, another from SPR was
validating the amazing telepathic feats
of a 19-year-old entertainer named
George A. Smith and his partner
in deception, Douglas Blackburn.
Smith eventually became secretary
of the SPR (Christopher 1970). Had
Blackburn not eventually published
a series of articles explaining how
they fooled the scientists, the world
might never have known the details
of the trickery (Gardner 1992). The
early scientific studies demonstrate
the naïveté of the experimenters and
the need for experts in non-verbal
communication and deception,
namely, conjurors or gamblers, to
help them set up protocols to prevent
cheating.
It took some time to sink in, but
eventually the experimenters realised
that for some reason human beings
like to deceive each other. They use
all kinds of non-verbal signals to
communicate, which can give the
appearance of psychic transmission
of information. They use glances (up,
down, right, left for the four suits of
a deck of cards, for example), coughs,
sighs, yawns, and noises with their
shoes. Other cheaters use Morse code
with coins and various other tricks
known to conjurers. Sometimes
gestures to various parts of the body
have a prearranged meaning.

SLATE WRITING
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In the late 19th century, one of the
more common demonstrations of
the existence of spirits was slate
writing. Schoolchildren didn’t have

pencils and notebooks in
those days. They wrote
on small slate boards in
chalk. In a slate writing
session, spirits would be
asked to write messages
in chalk on slate boards.
Although this trick was
exposed and explained to
the satisfaction of most psi
investigators, some eminent
men, including Alfred
Russel Wallace, the cooriginator of the concept of
natural selection, persisted
in their belief that spirits
sometimes use chalk to
write messages on children’s
slates. Wallace went so far as to claim
that SJ Davey (1863-1890), a conjuror
who exposed both slate writing and the
misperception of believers that went
along with it, was actually a medium in
contact with spirits.
In 1887, Davey and Richard
Hodgson published “The possibilities
of malobservation and lapse of
memory from a practical point of
view” in the Proceedings of the Society
for Psychical Research. The work was a
110-page exposé of the unreliability of
perception and memory among those
who testified about the wonders of

slate writing demonstrations they had
witnessed. Davey was able to document
his accusations by becoming a conjuror
himself and mastering the art of slate
writing.
With the help of an assistant,
Davey set up elaborate séances that
included materialisations of objects
and mysterious sounds, as well as
slate writing. Davey was able to
specify what was in cupboards before
the demonstrations began, how the
participants had not looked in them,
how darkness in the room was used to
sneak in objects that he could describe
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in detail down to their fabric and
colours.
In one experiment, Davey had one
of the observers hold a slate under a
table. Davey showed the group the
upper face of the slate, which had
nothing written on it. He then held
the slate under the table and asked
the spirits if they were there while
surreptitiously writing the word ‘yes’
on the bottom side of the slate. When
he took the slate out and showed the
observers the slate, he showed them
the bottom side on which he had
written his message. He had the guests
write up accounts of what they had
observed. Davey knew what was there
to see and he could compare what was
real with what people remembered
they had seen. In this way, he was
able to document the specific errors
in perception and memory that had
occurred.
Henry Slade (1840-1905) is credited
with inventing slate writing and
incorporating it in his act as a psychic
medium. Slade, an American, called
himself a spiritual doctor and is often
referred to as Dr Henry Slade. He came
to England in 1876 and had a very
successful career as a medium until
he was exposed as a fraud. Slade died
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on illusions, was taken in by Slade and
a poor man in a sanitarium in Battle
wrote a book (Transcendental Physics)
Creek, Michigan.
in which he declared that Slade’s tricks
The trick was done in several
with slates were not tricks at all but the
ways, but could be done either by
real thing:
surreptitious replacement of a blank
“Friday, 14th December 1877 (11.0
slate with a slate that had a prewritten
to 11.40 A.M.). Today, first one of the
message on it, or by the medium
slates kept always in readiness, which
surreptitiously writing on the blank
slate with a hidden piece of chalk. Even I myself selected and cleaned, was laid
open with a bit of
after Slade’s fall from
slate-pencil upon the
grace, the practice of slate
floor under the table.
writing remained popular
Eventually the
Now, while Slade had
among spirit enthusiasts.
experimenters
both his hands linked
The idea of a spirit
writing silly messages
realised that humans with ours upon the
and his legs,
on a slate kept out of
like to deceive each table,
turned sideways,
view may strike us as
other .
were continually
absurd as the idea of
visible, writing, loudly
pulling cheesecloth out
perceptible by us all,
of a sleeve and calling it
began on the slates lying below. When
ectoplasm from the spirit world, but at
one time such ideas were taken seriously we raised it, there were on it the words ‘Truth will overcome all error!’”
by many looking for some evidence
Sir William Fletcher Barrett wrote
of the reality of life after death. Ideas
of Slade: “I was very much impressed
that seem transparently deceptive to us
with the successful results that I had
(séances in dark rooms, table rapping,
apports and deports, spirit photography, with Slade in broad daylight and under
conditions that seemed to render fraud
etc.) were once willingly accepted as
impossible (and until I am shown how
proof of the spirit world by educated
the writing could be accomplished
people, many of them, as noted here,
by legerdemain I find it stupendously
eminent scientists.
difficult to accept that hypothesis).”
Physicist Johann Zöllner, an expert
Alfred Russel Wallace believed that
slate writing demonstrated the existence
of spirits. He knew this, he said, despite
Left: Tricks of
knowing that Slade’s fraud had been
the spiritualist
exposed at trial by a conjurer. He knew
trade - a tiedthis because he saw it with his own eyes!
up medium,
In 1876, the famous British conjuror
table tipping,
JN Maskelyne was a prominent
& diaphanous
witness against Henry Slade when
spirit.
Slade was charged in the UK with

“

”

Right:
Robert Hare’s
spiritoscope.
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fraud. The court case caused great
excitement, and though the renowned
physicist Lord Rayleigh (1842-1919)
had publicly declared Slade to be
genuine, Maskelyne was easily able
to demonstrate to the satisfaction of
the court that Slade’s slate writing
was brought about by trickery. (James
Randi)
Wallace wrote the following letter
to the editor of the Spectator dated 6
October 1877:
“Sir, I trust you may consider the
following experiment worthy of record
in your paper, because it differs from
cases of abnormal slate-writing of
which evidence was adduced at the
trial of Slade, and because it affords
a demonstration of the reality of the
phenomenon and the absence of
imposture from which there seems no
escape. I confine myself to this one
experiment, and narrate the essential
facts only.
“The sitting was at a private
house in Richmond, on the 21st of

last month. Two ladies and three
gentlemen were present, besides
myself and the medium, Dr Monck. A
shaded candle was in the room, giving
light sufficient to see every object on
the table round which we sat. Four
small and common slates were on the
table. Of these I chose two, and after
carefully cleaning and placing a small
fragment of pencil between them, I
tied them together with a strong cord,
passed around them both lengthways
and crosswise, so as effectually to
prevent the slates from moving on

T he F ox C onfession
I have been chiefly
“T hat
instrumental in

perpetrating the
fraud of Spiritualism
upon a too-confiding
public, most of you
doubtless know. The
greatest sorrow in my life
has been that this is true,
and though it has come late in my
day, I am now prepared to tell the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, so help me God! . . I am
here tonight as one of the founders
of Spiritualism to denounce it as
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an absolute falsehood
from beginning to
end, as the flimsiest
of superstitions,
the most wicked
blasphemy known to
the world.” - confession
by Margaretta Fox Kane,
quoted in AB Davenport, The
Deathblow to Spiritualism, 18878, p76. (Also New York World,
for October 21, 1888 and New
York Herald and New York Daily
Tribune, for October 22, 1888.) The
confession was later recanted.

.

Daniel Douglas Home (left), levitating in Ward
Cheney’s house in Connecticut, August 1852.

each other. I then laid them flat on
the table, without losing sight of
them for an instant.
“Dr Monck placed the fingers of
both hands on them, while I and a
lady sitting opposite me placed our
hands on the corners of the slates.
From this position our hands were
never moved, till I untied them to
ascertain the result.
“After waiting a minute or two, Dr
Monck asked me to name any short
word I wished to be written on the
slate. I named the word “God.” He
then asked me to say how I wished it
written. I replied, “lengthways of the
slate”; then if I wished it written with
a large or a small “g”, and I chose
a capital “G”. In a very short time,
writing was heard on the slate. The
medium’s hands were convulsively
withdrawn, and I then myself untied
the cord (which was a strong silk
watch-guard, lent by one of the
visitors), and on opening the slates,
found on the lower one the word I
had asked for, written in the manner
I had requested, the writing being
somewhat faint and laboured, but
perfectly legible. The slate with the
writing on it is now in my possession.
“The essential features of this
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experiment are that I myself cleaned
and tied up the slates, that I kept
my hand on them all the time, that
they never went out of my sight for
a moment, and that I named the
word to be written and the manner
of writing it after they were thus
secured and held by me. I ask, how
are these facts to be explained, and
what interpretation is to be placed
upon them?--I am, Sir, &c., Alfred R.
Wallace.”
British botanist and psychical
researcher Edward T. Bennett added
his support: “I was present on this
occasion, and certify that Mr Wallace’s
account of what happened is correct.”
(The T in his name is short for
Trusted!)
Even after Davey had exposed
mediumistic slate-writing as bogus,
virtually ending it as a spiritualist
technique, Wallace would not change
his mind. Instead, as noted above, he
argued that Davey must actually be a
medium in contact with real spirits.
[A good account of Davey’s work
can be found in Richard Wiseman’s
Paranormality: Why We See What Isn’t
There, 2011.]
John Coover, Stanford University’s
first Fellow in Psychical Research,
had done four large studies (trials
of 10,000 or more) by 1917 and
reported that he had found nothing to
support belief in ESP. He noted that
in the other sciences the experimenter
controls the conditions; but in testing
psychical powers, the medium controls
the conditions.
The witnessing of psychic
phenomena by astute and eminent
men, he said, has had a negative effect
on the studies because it has led them
to discount contrary interpretations
of the same phenomena, ignore
the lack of controls during those
psychic experiences, and rely on the
corroboratory testimony of others to
such an extent that it has weakened the
rigor with which the researcher should
be expected to guard against fraud.

.

Note: This article is reprinted with
permission from the Skeptics Dictionary
(www.skepdic.com).
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Science in play
Some scientists
who have investigated
Psychic Phenomena
c Robert Hare (1781-1858)
American chemist
c Alfred Russell Wallace
(1823-1913) Biologist
c Michael Faraday (1791-1867)
Chemist/physicist
c Sir William Fletcher Barrett
(1844-1925) Physicist
c Henry Sidgwick (1838-1900)
Philosopher
c Sir William Crookes (1832-1919)
Chemist
c J.C.F. Zoellner (1834-1882)
Astronomer
c Charles Richet (1850-1935)
Physiologist; Nobel Prize 1913
c Lord Rayleigh [John William
Strutt] (1842-1919) Physicist,
president of the Society for Psychical
Research, Nobel Prize 1904
c Cesar Lombroso, William James,
Thomas Edison, August de Morgan
c Joseph Banks Rhine (1895-1980)
Botanist; taught psychology at Duke
from 1928 to 1950; he directed its
parapsychology laboratory from
1940 to 1965
c John Coover 1917, he conducted
a series of telepathy tests, the first
major experimental research on
telepathy to be carried out in an
American university (Stanford)
c S.G. Soal (1890-1975)
Mathematics
c Rupert Sheldrake (b. 1942) Biology
c Dean Radin, Robert Jahn
Engineering
c Charles Honorton (1946-1992),
William Braud (psychology), and
Adrian Parker Parapsychologists
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REGULARS

The cycle of life
Spite, malignancy, and accidents.
And so it goes, the almost inevitable
realisation that all knowledge is
connected and connectable.
COOLANT CALAMITY
Twelve days before the Three Mile
Island accident, the movie The China
Syndrome (right), which featured an accident
at a nuclear power plant, premiered, and was
initially met with backlash from the nuclear power
industry, claiming it to be “sheer fiction” and a
“character assassination of an entire industry”. In the
film, the plant’s operating crew notice a high-pressure
measurement on a gauge and begin to reduce coolant
flow to lower the pressure. This does not appear to
work, and they continue reducing the flow until an
emergency indicator lamp warns of extremely low
pressure. Confused by the conflicting indications,
an operator taps the gauge, at which point the
needle becomes unstuck and swings over to
indicate extremely low pressure. This could
be seen as a serious and less lighthearted instance of malignity or
resistentialism.

RESISTENTIALISM
Resistentialism is a jocular theory
to describe “seemingly spiteful behaviour
manifested by inanimate objects”, where objects
that cause problems (like lost keys or a runaway bouncy
ball) are said to exhibit a high degree of malice toward
humans. The theory posits a war being fought between
humans and inanimate objects, and all the little annoyances
that objects cause throughout the day are battles between
the two. Humourist Paul Jennings coined the term in a piece
titled “Report on Resistentialism”, published in The Spectator
in 1948. The ‘movement’ is a spoof of existentialism in
general, and author Jean-Paul Sartre in particular. The
slogan of Resistentialism is “Les choses sont contre
nous” (“Things are against us”).

What goes a
POWER PROBLEMS

The Three Mile Island accident was a partial
meltdown of reactor number 2 of Three Mile Island
Nuclear Generating Station near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, and
subsequent radiation leak that occurred on March 28, 1979. It was
the most significant accident in US commercial nuclear power plant
history. On the seven-point International Nuclear Event Scale, the
incident was rated a five as an “accident with wider consequences”. The
accident crystallised anti-nuclear safety concerns resulting in new
regulations for the nuclear industry and probably contributed
to the decline of new reactor construction. A cleanup
started in August 1979, and officially ended in
December 1993, with a total cost of
about US$1 billion.
Three Mile Island - the left hand reactors

and cooling towers are inoperative.
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Sources: Wikipedia, except where noted.
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DISCWORLD MALIGNANCE
Like Murphy’s law, Finagle’s law and Sod’s
law, the perceived perversity of the universe has long
been a subject of comment, and the concept may be as old
as humanity. In the 1920s, Theodore M Bernstein formulated
Bernstein’s First Law, which is that small dropped objects, such as
cufflinks, will be found only in the place most inaccessible to retrieval.
The concept appears in the Discworld novels of English author Terry
Pratchett, where it is referred to as malignity or malignance. One
practical example the author gives is the tendency of garden hoses,
no matter how carefully one coils and stores them, to unloop
themselves overnight and tie a bicycle to a lawnmower. It
is associated with Pratchett’s Auditors of Reality, and
possibly also with Anoia, whom he describes
as a “goddess of things that stick in
drawers”.

Paul Jennings (not the kids’
book writer), author of
“whimsical ponderings”.

PRATCHETT’S PATCH

s around ...
JOURNALIST’S JOURNEY

Sir Terence David John Pratchett (19482015) was an English humourist, satirist, and
author of fantasy novels, especially comical works.
The first Discworld novel, The Colour of Magic, was
published in 1983, after which Pratchett wrote an average
of two books a year. His 2011 Discworld novel Snuff
became the third-fastest-selling hardback adult-readership
novel since records began in the UK, selling 55,000 copies
in the first three days. With more than 85 million books
sold worldwide in 37 languages, he was the UK’s
best-selling author of the 1990s. In 2007, Pratchett
announced that he had been diagnosed with earlyonset Alzheimer’s disease, and filmed a BBC
TV program chronicling his experiences
with the condition. He died in
March 2015, aged 66.

Before his writing career took off, Pratchett
had various positions in journalism. He was an
avid user of personal computers from the 1980s and
an early user of the internet. In the mid-1990s Pratchett
raised concerns about the potential for harm from “fake
news” online. In 1980 he left journalism and became press
officer for the UK Central Electricity Generating Board
Terry Pratchett
(CEGB) in an area that covered four nuclear power stations.
and friend and
He later joked that he had demonstrated “impeccable
ubiquitous
timing” by making this career change so soon after the
Three Mile Island nuclear accident in Pennsylvania,
black fedora hat:
US, and said he would “write a book about my
“more urban
experiences, if I thought anyone would
cowboy than city
believe it”.

gent”.
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Classic Skeptical Book

A new world of Pseudoscience
Fads & Fallacies: In the name of Science

By Martin Gardner
Dover Publications; first published 1952

I
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n the skeptic’s library, there are
some books you simply must have,
and this is one of them.
Martin Gardner (1914-2010) was
a pioneer of the American skeptical
movement, and via that with the
world at large. In 1976, along with
James Randi, Ray Hyman, and Paul
Kurtz, he set up the Committee for
the Scientific Investigation of Claims
of the Paranormal, an unwieldy name
that Randi, Hyman and Gardner
objected to, but Kurtz insisted they
keep as the letterhead had already been
printed. Such were the determinants
of the nascent skeptical movement.
(It could have been worse – it
was originally going to be called the
Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of
the Paranormal and Other Phenomena – CSICOPOP!
- but thankfully that wasn’t used. The name was
eventually shortened to the Committee for Skeptical
Inquiry – CSI – in 2006, setting off a whole other field
of confusion with TV shows of the same name.)
While Fads & Fallacies covers the same ground
as CSICOPOP, it actually appeared 14 years before
that organisation, coming out in 1952 under the title
In the Name of Science: An Entertaining Survey of the
High Priests and Cultists of Science, Past and Present.
Its full current subtitle gives the game away: “The
curious theories of modern pseudoscientists and the
strange, amusing and alarming cults that surround
them. A study in human gullibility.”
The cover of the 1957 edition (pictured here) goes
on to list a number of key issues: L Ron Hubbard,
flying saucers, Wilhelm Reich, Atlantis, etc. Gardner
says that the followers of Reich’s theory of orgone
energy were the source of the most violent letters
following the original publication “because the book
considered orgonomy alongside such (to them)
outlandish cults as dianetics”. Dianetics, of course,
is the basis of Scientology, L Ron Hubbard’s science
fiction religion and cult. Needless to say, followers of
dianetics objected to being linked with orgonomy.
And thereby hangs the tale.
Alongside Reich and Hubbard, Gardner covers flat

and hollow earth theories, dowsing, creationism,
pyramidology, phrenology, graphology, ESP,
psychokinesis and much more.
There are obscure topics – who is Dr WH Bates?
– and some that were infamous once and less wellknown today, but by and large the depressing aspect
is that many of the things Gardner covered are still
with us and thriving today, 70 years later.
From an early age, Gardner was a fan of puzzles,
particularly mathematical ones. He ended up
writing a highly popular column in Scientific
American called “Mathematical Games” which
ran from 1956 to 1981. The irony is that Gardner
wasn’t a mathematician – he never did a maths
course beyond high school. He admits to drawing
on the skills of mathematicians who contacted
him about his column. But his love of puzzles and
mind games led him into many areas that were
supposedly beyond his qualifications. His annotated
versions of Lewis Carrol’s Alice in Wonderland and
The Hunting of the Snark are highly amusing and
definitely worth reading.
This passion for problem solving led him to
scientific skepticism, which in turn led him to write
about junk science and thus the book under review.
Gardner always had a wry sense of humour and
the ridiculous, an essential attribute for skeptics. But
the tone of Fads & Fallacies varies from amusement
to dismay and sometimes outrage. His response is
based on the danger inherent in the pseudoscience –
UFOs are amusing, L Ron Hubbard is not.
In the preface to the second edition of his book,
he points out the number of people who objected to
what he had written about their pet belief. “Oddly
enough, most of these correspondents objected to
one chapter only, thinking all the others excellent.”
Which means all of the book is excellent, which it
is. As the first real broad-coverage of pseudoscience
and the paranormal, Gardner set a template for many
others to follow. This book marks a milestone in the
history of skepticism, and is just as readable, even for
the obscure bits, as it was in the mid-20th century.
Existing copies of the book will likely be second
hand, but you can readily get it by searching online.
And for your information, Dr WH Bates was
someone who fought against the use of reading
glasses, preferring eye exercises to maintain sight.
Gardner said that “Several admirers of Dr Bates
favoured me with letters so badly typed that I suspect
the writers were in urgent need of strong spectacles.”
- Reviewed by Tim Mendham

LETTERS

To the Editor
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What you think ...
Psychology
science

I

was struck by the irony in the
December 2019 edition whereby a
clinical psychologist colleague of mine,
Gary Bakker, is mentioned for his
role in nominating SBS Medicine for
the Bent Spoon Award, a prize welldeserved in the opinion of the judges.
In the Letters to the Editor section,
on the other hand, we have Dr Robert
Richardson expressing the opinion that
“psychology is not science or logic”,
basing his opinion on the article on
teaching children critical thinking,
describing it as “gibberish”.
Psychology as an academic
discipline sits within the Faculty of
Science in universities, and has a
long tradition of scientifically-driven
experimental and theoretical endeavour
aimed at understanding and assisting
human beings, an often difficult task,
especially in the field of mental health
where Gary Bakker and I practise.
I recall someone saying that serious
claims require serious evidence.
Being disappointed by one article
about teaching children does not
constitute serious evidence to support
an argument that psychology is
neither science nor logic. I have often
observed that people frequently behave
unscientifically and illogically, but
that is the nature of the subject matter
of psychology, the scientific study of
human beings.
Neil Woodger
Canterbury, VIC

Unkindest cut

I

was very disappointed that your
respected magazine chose to
print such a one-sided article on the
subject of male genital mutilation

(male circumcision). Many of the
references are the author’s own thereby
compounding the bias. Throw-away
statements such as “most women prefer
circumcised men for sexual pleasure”
are laughably one-sided. Did the
‘survey’ included older women who
might be spared uncomfortable friction
from the lack of foreskin?
There is overwhelming support
from respected medical authorities
against routine male circumcision and
to compare these to ‘antivaxxers’ is
offensive and outrageous.
Stephen Clifforth FRACS
Hamilton, VIC

Happy Luddite

W

here have you been all my life?
Thanks to synchronicity, your
December 2019 issue presented itself
to me by design, I’m convinced, at our
local public radio station, where I am
a volunteer presenter. Someone had
left it on our sign-on table and so I
‘borrowed’ it to read at home.
I’m convinced that I’ve been a
self-confessed skeptic since the age of
four … well, ten. It helped to explain
a number of reasons why I’ve always
been called ‘different’, ‘unusual’, even
‘abnormal’. I’m thankful that you
and your wonderful board publish a
national voice which we readers can
enjoy.
For longer than I care to remember,
I’ve been a staunch religious and
political non-believer, and I’ve never
known why, or who to discuss it with,
in a rational vein. My family and
some friends know not to bring up
the above subjects, because I have far
more interesting things to occupy my
(damaged) mind and I’m perfectly
content with that.
Because I am a proud Luddite, I

have no interest in, or connection
with the Net or with AI and so I drive
everyone nuts because I am content to
conduct my life without those aspects
of 21st century life. I love writing real
letters and reading real books.
A number of pieces in that
December issue rang true for me,
particularly the current use of phones
and similar computer ‘devices’. It is
almost beyond my comprehension
how the so-called Millennials cannot
conduct their daily life without first
consulting a tiny piece of technology
that has taken over their brains. The
pieces on psychic and clairvoyant
practitioners who make a fortune
out of the suckers who believe all
their bullshit is astounding, if not
frightening.
Your publication was a joy to find
and has intrigued me to learn more
about why I believe what I believe,
without fear or favour and that is
perfectly normal..
Noel Robertson
Nambucca Heads, NSW
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QUOTES

Hypatia of Alexandria

What they said ...

360-415 CE

“ To rule by fettering the mind through fear of punishment

in another world, is just as base as to use force... Reserve your
right to think, for even to think wrongly is better than not
to think at all.

”

“ All formal dogmatic religions are fallacious and must never be accepted
by self-respecting persons as final.”
“ Fables should be taught as fables, myths as myths, and

miracles as poetic fancies. To teach superstitions as truths
is a most terrible thing. The child mind accepts and believes
them, and only through great pain and perhaps tragedy
can he be in after years relieved of them. In fact, men will
fight for a superstition quite as quickly as for a living truth —
often more so, since a superstition is so intangible you
cannot get at it to refute it, but truth is a point of view,
and so is changeable.

”
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DR BOB’S QUIZ SOLUTIONS
1. Contrary to common claims, the First Council of Nicaea (325 CE)

2.

3.
4.
5.

established two rules for Easter - independence of the Jewish calendar
and worldwide uniformity. No details for the computation of Easter
were specified; those dates were developed over the following years
involving much dispute.
The English monk, the “Venerable” Bede (672-735 CE), was the
first to refer to the name “Easter”, in his book Temporaum Ratione
(The Reckoning of Time, c.723). He said it came from Eostre, a pagan
goddess of fertility and dawn. Most other European countries call
Easter after a version of the Passover - in Greek Pascha, in Italian
Pasqua, and in French Paques.
The custom of the Easter egg originated in the early Christian
community of Mesopotamia, who stained eggs red in memory of the
blood of Christ.
The first association of the rabbit with Easter was a mention of the
egg-laying “Easter hare” by Johannes Richier in a chapter of a book
Satyrae Medicae, published in 1682.
The first recorded European contact with the island of Rapa Nui
was the Dutch navigator Jacob Roggeveen on 5 April 1722, Easter
Sunday. He renamed the island accordingly.
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Loc a l S kep t i ca l G ro u p s
QLD

Queensland Skeptics Association Inc
www.qskeptics.org.au
Email: info@qskeptics.org.au
Mobile: 0429 143 955

Join us for dinner on the last Monday of February - November,
Junction Hotel, cnr Ipswich & Annerley Rds, Annerley, from
6pm, guest speaker at 7.30pm

Brisbane Skeptics in the Pub

www.brisbaneskeptics.org
Twitter: @BrisbaneSitP
Facebook: search “Brisbane Skeptics”
Brisbane Skeptics hold regular social evenings, SkeptiCamp and
other events. Join our Facebook group or sign up to the email
list on our website for event updates.

Gold Coast Skeptics – Dr Paulie

www.gcskeptics.com
Email: gcskeptics@gmail.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/gcskeptics
Twitter: @gcskeptics Instagram: @gcskeptics
GC Skeptics in the Pub meet every third Monday at the Angler’s
Arms Hotel, 50 Queen Street, Southport. See website and
Facebook for details.
SA

Skeptics SA – Laurie Eddie

52B Miller St Unley, SA 5061
Tel: (08) 8272 5881 laurieeddie@adam.com.au

Thinking and Drinking - Skeptics in the Pub

Contact: nigel.dobsonkeeffe@gmail.com
www.meetup.com/Thinking-and-Drinking-Skeptics-in-the-Pub/
calendar/10205558
or http://tinyurl.com/loqdrt

TAS

Hobart Skeptics – Leyon Parker

PO Box 84, Battery Point TAS 7004
Tel: 03 6225 3988 BH, 0418 128713 parkerL3948@gmail.com
Skeptics in the Pub - 2nd Monday each month,
6.30pm, Ball & Chain restaurant, Salamanca Place

Launceston Skeptics – Jin-oh Choi

0408 271 800 info@launcestonskeptics.com
www.launcestonskeptics.com
Launceston: Skeptics in the Pub third Thursday of each month
5.30pm @ The Royal Oak Hotel
Launceston: Skeptical Sunday, 2nd Sunday of each month
2.00pm @ Cube Cafe
WA

WA Skeptics – Dr Geoffrey Dean
PO Box 466, Subiaco, WA 6904
www.undeceivingourselves.org

Details of all our meetings and speakers are on our website.

Perth Skeptics – Tanya Marwood

https://perthskeptics.com.au
www.meetup.com/Perth_Skeptics
Meetings on third Wednesday of every month 7-9pm,
at the Vic Hotel, 226 Hay Street, Subiaco
NT

Darwin Skeptics – Michelle Franklin

PO Box2027 Humpty Doo NT 0836
Tel: 0408 783 145; www.facebook.com/group/darwinskeptics/
DarwinSkeptics@gmail.com
Meetings to be announced - see Facebook page for details

Meets on the third Friday of every month at The Benjamin on
Franklin pub, 233 Franklin St, Adelaide.

NOTE: LISTINGS WELCOME

We invite listings for any Skeptical groups based on local rather than regional areas. Email us at editor@
skeptics.com.au with details of your organisation’s name, contact details and any regular functions, eg
Skeptics in the Pub, with time, day of the month, location etc. Because this is a quarterly journal and most
local groups meet monthly, it is unlikely we will be able to include references to specific speakers or events.
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Gold Coast
October 23-25

Mantra on View, Surfers Paradise
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